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Cannibals at Common Law
Since
the reign of Christopher
Columbus Langdell of Harvard,
th study of leading cases has
become the typical method of legal
education. Among the more entertain­
ing old chestnuts is the case of Regina
v. Dudley and Stephens, 1884, now
approaching its centenary. Technical­
ly, it deals with the defence of necessi­
ty to a charge of homicide, and its
counterpart in American case law is
U.S. v. Holmes in 1842. The English
case, however, has the particular dis­
tinction of involving not merely mur­
der but cannibalism, for in it two
sailors were convicted of killing young
Richard Parker to eat him. The case
decided that you must not do this,
however hungry you are. Alexander
William Holmes, the leading figure in
the American case, was troubled not
by hunger but by overcrowding: he
was convicted of manslaughter for
throwing a number of Irish emigrants
out of a ship's boat after a shipwreck.
Though involving in some ways a
more horrible story, the decision has
never achieved the preeminent status
of its English counterpart.
Leading cases are not studied by
lawyers primarily as historical events,
but as weapons to use in legal argu­
ment, or as vehicles for educational
discussion. In this article, I propose to
look at the case of Dudley and
Stephens as an event in nineteenth­
century history. Fortunately, a mass of
material has survived outside the law
reports-in departmental files, in let-
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ters, in diaries, and even in oral tradi­
tion. There exist no fewer than seven
original accounts of the voyage in
Dudley's own hand and, as far as oral
tradition goes, I have had the odd ex­
perience of talking to old Budge Frost,
whose father, Jim, was to have gone as
ship's boy but never did; in the family,
if Jim reproved his children, they
would reply: "They should have eaten
you, Dad, you might have tasted bet­
ter." Our enquiries into Dudley and
Stephens will lead us into the strange
world of the nineteenth century, when
cannibals abounded.
First, and briefly, the facts of the
case. Thomas Dudley was engaged to
sail the yacht Mignonette from Bright­
lingsea in Essex to Sydney, New South
Wales. The Mignonette was a registered
vessel, 31 tons and 52 feet overall­
about the same length as Gypsy Moth
IV-and had been bought by Jack
Want, a lawyer. Dudley and his wife,
Phillippa, together with their four­
year-old daughter, sailed her with the
Frost brothers from Essex to South­
ampton, where she was pulled out for
repairs. With some difficulty, he en­
gaged a crew for the 14,000-mile jour­
ney-Edwin Stephens, mate; Ned
Brooks, able seaman; Richard Parker,
ordinary seaman. Richard, an orphan,
was only 17-hence, a "boy," but not
a cabin boy (cabin boys were domes­
tics). The Mignonette sailed on 19 May
1884, expecting to make Sydney in 110
to 120 days, with calls at Madeira and
Cape Town. In the South Atlantic, she
met heavy weather, and on Saturday 5
July she was struck on the stern by a
heavy sea and her planking sprang
loose-she sank in five minutes or
less. All four men escaped in a 13-foot
open dinghy, but were quite unable to
rescue any fresh water, and for food
had only two small tins of turnips.
Dudley thus describes the scene in his
direct but unpunctuated prose:
to relise our position it was very bad
sea like a mountain at times and water
coming in faster than we could bail it­
out and night coming on it seemed our
time was near but we must do the best
we can and trust to God to take care of
us and I feel sure he ruled the waves
that night.... about 11 p.m. I
should think by the moon a large shark
came knocking his tail against our
frail boat which made me think our
time was near for him to be dining off
our bodies, but I prayed that we might
be speared to see all at home and if
possible live a better life in the future.
"Speared" phonetically produces his
Essex dialect accent. Dudley did not
confine himself to prayer-lithe
thought of a monster like him near us
was not very agreeable I assure you
after a few hits on the head from our
ore he left."
"Our enquiries into
Dudley and Stephens
will lead us into the
strange world of the
nineteenth century,
when cannibals
abounded. "
The disaster occurred midway be­
tween St. Helena and Tristan da
Cunha, and they were off the
steamship route and the usual track of
sailing ships. Effectively, because of
the set of the winds and currents, the
nearest land was South America, two
thousand miles away. Towards it they
drifted, catching a small turtle and a
very little rain water, augmented by
the unpleasant expedient of drinking
their own urine. Their position became
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increasingly desperate, and eventual­
ly, probably on 24 July, Dudley killed
Richard Parker, with the agreement of
Edwin Stephens. Brooks took no part,
but passively acquiesced. On a num­
ber of earlier occasions, Dudley had
proposed the drawing of lots, but the
others had not agreed. All three men
then ate the boy, and on 29 July, they
were rescued by the German sailing
barque Moctezuma. Dudley's own
account is a classic: "on 24th day as we
were having our breakfast we will call
it Brooks who was steering shouted a
sail true a sail it was we all prayed the
stranger would be directed across our
path." He recorded how "their hearts
were in their mouths" lest the ship
should pass by, but it didn't, and they
were landed at Falmouth in Cornwall,
England, on 6 September. Much other
detail of their ordeal survives but is not
relevant to this article. On landing,
Captain Dudley and his men, after a
frantic exchange of telegrams between
Falmouth and London, were arrested
and charged with murder; but on 18
September, Brooks was discharged
and became a prosecution witness.
Dudley and Stephens were soon re­
leased on bail, and in November stood
trial before a judge, Baron Huddle­
ston, and jury at Exeter. There the
jury, at the instigation of the judge,
found a special verdict, setting out the
facts and leaving it to the court to de­
cide whether the men were guilty of
murder. In 1884, this procedure had
long been obsolete: it was specially re­
vived for the occasion. By various pro­
cedural devices, probably improper, it
was contrived to bring the case before
a bench of five judges (constituting the
Queen's Bench Division) in London in
December, and argument principally
turned on whether the killing had
been justified by necessity (the prin­
cipal procedural objections, though
known, were not raised). The Lord
Chief Justice, Lord Coleridge, and his
colleagues ruled against the men, who
were then sentenced to death (Cole­
ridge did not, however, don the black
cap). Later, the death sentence was re­
spited, and after some days the men
were pardoned on condition of serving
six months' imprisonment without
hard labour. They came out of Hollo­
way Prison on 20 May 1885, a year and
a day after the voyage had begun, and
largely vanished from history.
There are many puzzling and cu­
rious features of the Case of the MiL
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gnonette, as it was known at the time,
features that are not illuminated by the
law reports. Let me instance some of
them. Who were these men? Why did
they take on so hazardous a journey?
Why was the peculiar procedure em­
ployed to bring the case before the
Queen's Bench Division? It has never
been used since and had never been
used in precisely the same form be­
fore. Why is the well-known judicial
opinion of Lord Coleridge the only ex­
ample in this period of an opinion with
pretensions to literature? Why were
Dudley and Stephens allowed out on
bail-a quite unprecedented act in a
murder case at this time? Why did
Lord Coleridge not don the black cap
when pronouncing sentence? What
became of the men afterwards? One
immediate source of information is, of
course, newspapers--the Case of the
Mignonette naturally filled the world's
press. But at first, at least, this mate­
rial, which is voluminous, raises two
further questions.
The first is this: why, as is quite
apparent from press accounts, was
public sympathy almost entirely on
Captain Dudley'S side? From the mo­
ment the men landed at Falmouth,
they were viewed not just with sym­
pathy, but with positive admiration­
they were heroes. Captain Dudley
himself, when released on bail,
travelled up to London to meet his
wife, Phillippa, at Paddington station;
men took off their hats as he passed. It
is not the sort of reception a British
cannibal murderer could look forward
to with any composure today, even in
postpermissive Britain. Even the trial
judge sang Dudley'S praises=-t'a man
of exemplary courage." The mayor of
Falmouth was threatened with murder
for issuing the warrant for his arrest;
Mr. Dankwerts, who prosecuted for
the Crown in the preliminary hearing,
was told that his life would be in dan­
ger if he secured a conviction at the
Exeter Assizes. And, incredibly
enough, Daniel Parker, Richard's
eldest brother, formally and publicly
forgave Captain Dudley in open court,
shaking him warmly by the hand.
There is much other evidence of the
same kind, and large sums were raised
publicly to pay for Dudley and
Stephens's defence. In the press, there
were few dissenting voices.
The second question concerns the
strange lack of coyness exhibited by all
three men. Under the Merchant Ship-
ping Act of 1854, they had to make
statements about the loss of their ves­
sel and report the death of Richard
Parker. It would have been easy to
have concealed the killing entirely, the
evidence having been consumed. But
all went well beyond the call of duty.
Dudley sent a long letter to the Board
of Trade in London amplifying his un­
necessarily explicit statement and, be­
fore an astonished police sergeant in
the Customs House at Falmouth,
reenacted the killing of Parker, using
the actual knife. When the sergeant
seized it, Dudley asked for it back as a
keepsake. All three men made long,
incriminating statements to the press.
Brooks and Stephens returned to their
homes in Southampton=-a very short
distance from the village of Itchen Fer­
ry, where Parker's relatives lived;
there was no unpleasantness. There
was some slight criticism for the failure
to draw lots, but it soon transpired
that Dudley had tried-though with­
out success--to persuade his crew to
adopt this course and that Richard Par­
ker had been killed when he was prob­
ably about to die anyway. He had
drunk seawater, and at this time sea­
water was viewed by sailors as a sort
of certain poison. The information
appears to have dissipated any general
antipathy to Dudley and Stephens.
Dudley himself was astonished and in­
deed outraged by his arrest, by the
proceedings against him, and finally
by the imposition of a term of impris­
onment. Pending the trial, he even
wrote to the Times to express his in­
dignation, and his letter, incredibly,
was printed. It must, I suppose, be the
only letter that august journal has ever
published from a cannibal awaiting
trail for murder.
To understand these curious aspects
of the case, we need to consider, a lit­
tle more closely, the background to the
loss of the Mignonette. It was a mari­
time disaster, and in the nineteenth
century such disasters occurred on an
extraordinary scale. For example, in
1884-85, 1,490 passengers on British
ships lost their lives at sea; if one in­
cludes crew, the figure is 2,769, and if
fishing boats are included, the total is
4,632. In 1881-82, something of a bum­
per year, no fewer than 838 sailing ves­
sels of British registration were totally
lost at sea-the total tonnage was
204,239. The index to the Times put it
grimly-'1Disasters at Sea, see each
day's paper." These disasters pro-
vided endless entertainment and in­
terest, particularly as ships, like air­
craft, possess the ability to kill large
numbers of people at the same time.
We all still remember the loss of the
Titanic, but many of the more cele­
brated nineteenth-century disasters
are largely forgotten-the Atlantic,
which hit Nova Scotia in 1873, killing
562 of 933; the Princess Alice, which
sank in the Thames in 1878 with a
death roll of around 400; and the Cos­
patrick, an emigrant ship, which
burned in 1874, leaving a mere four
out of 500 to tell the tale. A huge litera­
ture recounted and celebrated these
and other disasters in paintings,
woodcuts, prose, and poetry. The best
horror stories were frequently com­
memorated in street ballads. As well
as sinking, sailing vessels not infre­
quently ran out of provisions, or be­
came waterlogged hulks on which
food could only be had by diving. As
for the sailors, they were portrayed
partly as heroes and partly as drunk­
en, stupid, and sometimes vicious vil­
lains. Elaborate philanthropic activi­
ties, partly reinforced by law, endeav­
ored both to save them from the sea
and to redeem them from their de­
generate ways. Such men, in the after­
math of marine disasters, could well
resort to cannibalism, the survivors
eating their dead shipmates, and
numerous cases of this kind were fea­
tured in the press and in general litera­
ture. When the Nottingham Galley sank
in 1710, the crew ate the carpenter, "a
heavy plethoric man, forty-seven
years of age, and of dull disposition."
When the Peggy ran out of provisions
(1765), the cat was divided into nine
pieces, and a dead sailor was eaten
who, "used with the utmost econ­
omy," lasted for 10 days. Nine­
teenth-century cases include the Nauti­
lus in 1807; the Medusa (1816), which
gave rise to the famous picture by
Cericault now in the Louvre (Le Radeau
de la Meduse): and the whale ship
Essex (1819-20), the source of Mel­
ville's story Moby Dick. A long list can
be continued right through the
nineteenth century, the latest case I
have noted being that of a Norwegian
vessel, the Drot, in 1899. Indeed, in the
same year as the case of the Mi­
gnonette, survivors from an American
pilot vessel, the Turley, operating from
Philadelphia, admitted to eating a
Norwegian apprentice named Swan­
son. In fact, they had probably killed
him as well. For, in addition to inci­
dents involving eating those who had
died naturally, numerous cases are
documented in which men killed their
shipmates in order to eat them. The
Drot involves such a case, and many
examples are recorded, the earliest of
which took place at some point be­
tween 1626 and 1641 off the island of
St. Christopher (St. Kitts) in the Carib­
bean. This was the only previous inci­
dent referred to in the legal argument
in the case of the Mignonette.
One notable example involved a
vessel called the Francis Spaight. This
ship was named after a merchant in
Limerick, Ireland-the firm still exists
there. She carried emigrants from Ire­
land and brought timber back. She left
St. John's, Newfoundland, on 24
November 1836, with a crew of 18. On
3 December she broached to, and after
Captain Gorman had succeeded in cut­
ting her rigging, she righted herself
completely waterlogged. The sailors
had virtually no food or water and no
way of obtaining any. Fifteen men sur­
vived, clinging to the hulk. After en­
during horrible conditions for 16 days,
on 19 December the captain proposed
that lots should be drawn among the
four boys, who had no families, to see
who should be killed. One of the four,
O'Brien, was blindfolded, and, as a
sailor drew the lots, O'Brien was made
to call out a boy's name. When he
called out "on myself" the death lot
was drawn. The cook, who was re­
sponsible for the provision of food,
was ordered to kill him; he refused. It
was pointed out that it was his duty,
and if he refused he. would be killed.
His attempts failed, at which point
O'Brien offered to kill himself; his
attempt also failed. I shall spare you
further details-he was killed, and so
was one other adult sailor and another
boy. The sailor was, in fact, dying.
Eleven survivors were rescued by the
American vessel Agenoria on 23 De­
cember (they indicated their plight by
waving severed hands and feet) and
landed at Falmouth on 6 January 1836.
They eventually returned to Limerick,
and the Francis Spaight was towed to
safety and continued to operate for
some years in the emigrant trade,
whose horrors are well known. So,
Dudley, Stephens, and Brooks were
not the first cannibals to land at Fal­
mouth.
I have notes of numerous other
cases, from the Dolphin (1759) to the
Drot (1899), and in virtually all of them
where killing took place lots were said
to have been drawn. It strains credu­
lity to suppose that in all these cases
lots were actually drawn, or were fair­
ly drawn, just as it is quite possible
that in other cases in which killing was
not admitted, death was anticipated
by sailors desperate for drink, who
feared that they would not obtain
blood from one who died naturally.
That is why Richard Parker, who was
dying anyway, was killed, as Brooks
later explained to the press. Accounts
of the drawing of lots reflect the idea
that this was the proper or appropriate
course of action-the right thing to do.
This idea has even survived in oral tra­
dition; I have had it explained to me by
relatives of Richard Parker that the
only reason why Dudley and Stephens
were tried was that they cheated­
they did not follow the approved prac­
tice, which was to draw lots.
An extensive literature illustrated
and reinforced this belief. In addition
to popular reports, there were stories
aimed at the educated public, the most
striking examples being Moby Dick and
Edgar Allen Poe's The Narrative of
Arthur Gordon Pym, first published in
1837-here, incredibly, the fatal lot is
drawn by Richard Parker. Also aimed
at such an audience was W. S. Gil­
bert's Yarn of the Nancy Bell, first pub­
lished in 1866. More significant from a
practical point of view, folk ballads on
the subject were well known to sailors
in all maritime countries. In variant
forms, what is essentially the same
ancient ballad turns up in England as
"The Ship in Distress," in France as
"Le petit navire" or "La courte paille,"
in Portugal as the "Ship Catherine,"
and in Catalonia as "The Cabin Boy,"
and there are Scandinavian variants,
too. A pastiche of this ballad, based on
the Breton version, was written by
Thackeray-Little Billee; or, The Three
Sailors of Bristol City, first published
long before the case of Dudley and
Stephens. There were other ballads,
composed in more recent times on the
same theme. One very common one
tells the story of the whale ship Essex.
Another deals with the loss of the brig
George in 1822, when one Joyce Rae
was eaten by her husband, a detail
which added a certain piquancy to a
routine procedure. He claimed prior
rights in the corpse arising out of the
marriage, a principle of family law
now obsolete.
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"Properly conducted,
cannibalism was
legitimised by a custom
of the sea, and it was
this custom of the sea
that came before the
court in 1884."
This popular literature (augmented
by ballads written about the Mi­
gnonette), together with the tales of the
sea that sailors told each other, en­
sured that there was general under­
standing of what had to be done on
these occasions. Properly conducted,
cannibalism was legitimised by a cus­
tom of the sea, and it was this custom
of the sea that came before the court in
1884. W. Arens, in a recent book The
Man Eating Myth, has argued that can­
nibalism, as a socially accepted prac­
tice, is a myth; he exempts from his
scepticism "survival" cannibalism. I
should argue that maritime survival
cannibalism, preceded by lot drawing
and killing, was, in fact, a socially
accepted practice among seamen until
the end of the days of sail. It is not an
exception to his thesis, but a counter
example.
Indeed, in the nineteenth-century
imagination, cannibals abounded.
Among "savages," particularly in Afri­
ca and Polynesia, the practice was
thought to be endemic, and elaborate
and slightly ludicrous taxonomies
were constructed. Hastings's Encyclo­
paedia of Religion and Ethics, just outside
our period, includes as categories:
"cannibalism from morbid affection­
eating the dead out of sheer love,"
and, my own favourite, "cannibalism
through sheer gluttony, the worst of
all," a vice attributed to the Fangs in
West Africa. Nearer home, there were
eccentric cannibals, like Liver-Eating
Johnson, who ate the livers of Crow
Indians on principle in revenge for the
killing of his wife in 1846, and numer­
ous cases of survival cannibalism-the
best known being the case of the Don­
ner Party in 1846-47, around which
numerous myths have arisen. But ref­
erences to the drawing of lots are rare
in such cases, and those reduced to
cannibalism-like the members of the
modern Uruguay rugby football club,
which survived an air crash in 1972-
did not possess a common culture like
that of the Atlantic seafarers in the
great days of sail.
Cannibalism also occurred, or was
said to have occurred, on a number of
Arctic and Antarctic expeditions. The
most notable scandal about such an ex­
pedition happened to coincide, more
or less, with the Case of the Mignonette
in 1884. In that year, the U.S. Navy,
with some smugness, rescued a U.S.
Army arctic expedition, or what was
left of it, from Cape Sabine. This ex-
pedition, led by Lieutenant Adolphus
Washington Greely, had gone north in
August 1881, and then vanished. On
22 June 1884, seven survivors of the
original party of 25 were rescued at
death's door (one subsequently died).
The bodies of some of the others were
brought home for burial; the survi­
vors, including Greely himself, for a
hero's welcome. On 12 August, the
New York Times published a sensation­
al story of a cover-up. In fact, it was
claimed, the bodies returned were
largely dummies, and one was of a
man who had been shot for stealing
and then eaten. Grisly autopsies par­
tially confirmed all this, and a major
scandal ensued. It filled the American
and foreign press just before the survi­
vors of the Mignonette arrived in En­
gland. Precisely what did go on has
never been satisfactorily established,
though there is no reason to believe
that Lieutenant Greely, who died as
recently as 1935, had any hand in it.
The Navy story admitted the use of
bodies as shrimp bait only, but the evi­
dence plainly establishes cannibalism.
In view of what I have said, you
may wonder at the paucity of trials of
cannibal murderers before 1884. In
fact, there were at least two such com­
pleted trials; but, in both, the claim
that the killing was justified by ne­
cessity was never made. Instead, the
cases were treated as involving ques­
tions of self-defence. The earliest con­
cerns the only recidivist cannibal I
know of-Alexander Pearce. An Irish­
man, transported to the hideous penal
colony at Macquarie Harbour in what
is now Tasmania, he twice escaped,
first in 1822 and again in 1823. On the
first .occasion, he had seven compan­
ions. They survived by killing and eat­
ing each other in turn until Pearce and
one Robert Greenhill alone survived,
and a feeling of mutual suspicion not
unnaturally prevailed between them.
Pearce killed Greenhill, allegedly to
prevent Greenhill from killing him. On
this occasion, he was not charged with
murder but simply returned to the
penal colony. In 1823, he again
escaped in company with one Thomas
Cox, whom he killed and ate. For this
he was tried and convicted of murder,
and executed. The motive was
apparently not starvation on this occa­
sion-Cox was killed in a quarrel, so
the question of necessity never arose
at the trial. There were hints, howev­
er, of the myth that once you start eat-
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ing people the habit is hard to break.
Pearce's skull, curiously enough, end­
ed up in the collections of the Uni­
versity of Pennsylvania. More recently
the celebrated Colorado cannibal and
mountain man, Alferd Packer, was
said to have murdered and then eaten
his companions (for whom he was
guide) in 1874; he was tried and con­
victed of murder in 1883 and, when
this trial was declared invalid, again
tried for manslaughter arising out of
the same incidents, in 1886. His de­
fence was that he, like Pearce in 1822,
was defending himself from being
killed and eaten.
Incidents like the killing of O'Brien
in the aftermath of the wrecking of the
Francis Spaight, though no secret at the
time, did not lead to any legal proceed­
ings, nor was anything ever done
about the supposed villain of the Don­
ner Party story. At a time when more
people lived on the frontier, such inci­
dents were both more understandable
and less likely to end in court. In some
instances there were technical difficul­
ties as to jurisdiction (this, for exam­
ple, was one of the reasons given for
the refusal to court-martial Lieutenant
Greely, though he requested a court­
martial), and, of course, there were
immense practical difficulties in bring­
ing frontiersmen before courts and col­
lecting satisfactory evidence. The
principal witnesses were often, by
then, digested.
In addition to the two cases I have
mentioned, I know of two other
attempts before 1884 to bring to trial
those who had killed, arguably at
least, under necessity-cases, that is,
involving the same point of law as the
case of Dudley and Stephens.
The earliest concerned the loss of
the ship William Brown in 1841, and led
to the trial of Alexander William
Holmes. She was an American ship
from Philadelphia, engaged in the
emigrant trade, and she left Liverpool
on 12 March carrying 65 passengers
and a crew of 17, bound for Phil­
adelphia. Most of the emigrants were
Irish, but there was one Scots family.
On 19 April, she struck an iceberg and
began to sink. Her two boats were in­
capable of holding all those on board,
and 31 were left to drown as she went
down. All the crew and remaining
passengers were disposed in the
boats. Captain Harris, together with
the second mate, seven sailors, and
one passenger, was in the jo�ly boat;
the first mate, William Rhodes, eight
sailors (including Holmes), and 33 pas­
sengers were left in the 22-foot long­
boat. The two boats remained together
overnight, but the captain next morn­
ing set off under sail for Newfound­
land. Having suffered severely from
frostbite, he was rescued by a French
lugger six days later. Before he left,
Rhodes pointed out to his captain that
his boat was unmanageable, and men­
tioned the possibility of drawing lots
and throwing passengers overboard;
the captain indicated this should be a
last resort. The following evening, the
sailors consulted together and decided
to throw some of the passengers over­
board; this began at the mate's order,
but he took no active part. Those who
actually jettisoned passengers-16 in
all-were Charley Smith; Alexander
Williams, alias Alexander William
Holmes (a Finn); John or Joseph
Stetson; and Henry Murray. There
was no resistance-the passengers
were half-naked and freezing-but
some pleading, including an extraor­
dinary exchange between one Charles
Conlin and Holmes:
"Holmes, dear, you won't put me
over."
"Charles, you must go."
Shortly after the last passenger had
been thrown overboard, Captain Bell
in an American vessel, the Crescent,
sighted the boat and, at considerable
risk, rescued the survivors. They were
eventually landed at Le Havre in
France.
There the American and British con­
suls-Messrs. Beasley and Gordon­
investigated the matter and on 16 May
issued a joint statement which con­
cluded: "Throughout the affair we
have not discovered any fact capable
of drawing down blame upon anyone
whatever." Two of the passengers,
James Patrick and James Black, also
signed, with the sailors, an account
entered in the Crescent's log. That
appeared to be the end of the matter.
All this appeared in the English
press. There was a protest by "Homo"
in the Times at the "uncivilised nature
of the act"; it was what might be ex­
pected "among the savage and hea­
then inhabitants of the South Seas."
The story enraged the foreign secre­
tary, Lord Palmers ton, who read of it
in the press. He was particularly angry
that British subjects had been jetti­
soned by foreigners. So copies of the
depositions of the survivors were sent
for in London (where they still remain
in the Foreign Office archives), and
Mr. Gordon was instructed to have the
sailors brought to trial in France, and
severely rebuked. But by then it was
all too late-sailors and survivors had
left Le Havre. The emigrants, aided by
a subscription, set off for Philadelphia,
which they reached by July 13. So too
did some of the sailors-certainly
Francis Rhodes, Charley Smith, Wil­
liam Miller, and Alexander William
Holmes, of whom Rhodes had ordered
the action and Smith and Holmes had
taken an active part. Captain Harris
and the second mate, Walter Parker,
also arrived there. For reasons I have
been unable to discover, only one
man-Holmes-was brought before a
grand jury, on 18 October 1841, and
charged with murder and, obscurely,
larceny. The grand jury found two
true bills for manslaughter only, and
Holmes was eventually tried in April
1842 for killing one Francis Askins. No
doubt the outraged feelings among the
Irish community in Philadelphia led to
the prosecution, and I suspect that
Holmes was the only one who did not
get away in time. At his trial, the survi­
vors divided-Bridget McGee, Mary
Carr, Sarah Carr, Ann Bradley, and
Julia McCadden appearing for the
prosecution; Jane Johnson, Eliza Laf­
ferty, and the four members of the
Scots family, the Edgars, appearing for
the defence. Of the prosecution wit­
nesses, Mary Carr, Julia McFadden,
and Bridget McGee had in Le Havre
signed depositions exonerating the
sailors. In the event, Judge Baldwin's
careful charge recognised the legality
of killing after drawing lots in cases of
true necessity, and of sacrificing pas­
sengers only if sailors were essential to
survival. There was a conflict of evi­
dence, however, as to how necessary
Holmes's actions had been, and the
jury found against him. He was sen­
tenced to six months' imprisonment
with hard labour; and President Tyler
refused him a free pardon.
The second attempt-this time un­
successful-to bring sailors to trial
in a cannibal case occurred in 1874,
and involved a number of British gov­
ernment departments. The Euxine, a
collier, caught fire on a voyage carry­
ing coal to Aden and was abandoned
on 9 August in the South Atlantic. She
was then 850 miles from St. Helena.
Two boats reached the island, the cap­
tain navigating. The third boat parted
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company and, under the command of
the second mate, James Archer, failed
to locate the island and turned left for
South America. With the sailors
already on short commons, their posi­
tion was bad. On 27 August, the boat
capsized three times, and the five sur­
vivors, who righted it next morning,
were then in a desperate condition,
having lost food, water, sails, and
navigational instruments. On Mon­
day, 31 August, it was proposed that
lots be drawn; they were, three times,
and on each occasion the fatal lot fell
on an Italian boy who spoke little or no
English. He was called Francis Shu­
fus-a corruption of an Italian name.
This story conforms to a pattern-the
lots are repeated, the result is always
the same, the odd man out is selected.
After an interval for prayer, a German
sailor, August Muller, killed him.
Shortly afterwards, Shufus having
been partly consumed, they were res­
cued by a Dutch ship, the Java Packet,
which landed them in Batavia in the
Dutch East Indies. There, like Dudley
and Stephens, they gave a full and
frank account to the British consul,
Mr. Fraser, and signed depositions.
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From Batavia they were taken to
Singapore, arriving by the Namoa on 16
November. There it was at first de­
cided to take no further action. This
decision was communicated to the
Board of Trade in London by a letter
that arrived in January 1875. But on 20
November, the governor of Singapore
had ·learned of the case and became
uneasy. He put the men under police
surveillance and ordered that they
should at least come before a court,
and not simply be set free. He in­
formed the Colonial Office in London
of this. He was somewhat suspicious
about the lottery; he suggested that
the men ought to be sent to England,
where the legality of their actions
could be properly considered, and a
really significant legal precedent estab­
lished. The Colonial Office thought
this proposal to send them to England
was illegal; they must be tried on the
spot. They cabled appropriate instruc­
tions to the governor. So in January
1875 the men were brought before the
police magistrate in Singapore, Cap­
tain Douglas, who eventually commit­
ted them for trial before a judge and
jury there. But, even at the prelimi-
nary enquiry before the magistrate, it
soon became clear that the prosecution
case was in a mess. The men's deposi­
tions were not in Singapore-they had
been posted home from Batavia to
London. There were copies, but these
were ruled inadmissible as evidence.
There were no witnesses available
from Batavia-the sailors of the Java
Packet would not cooperate, and the
acting consul obstinately refused to
come over to give evidence. He was so
unenthusiastic that it was difficult to
get him even to answer letters. In
Singapore one Mr. Ellis was a reluctant
witness to a statement by Archer that
Muller had killed the boy; there were
no other available witnesses to any
kind of confession. One sailor was per­
suaded to turn Queen's evidence, but
eventually the conclusion was reached
that the case was so weak that it was
better abandoned. It was felt probable
that the jury would acquit, and the
idea would then spread among sea­
men that a court had actually
approved the custom of the sea.
In London, where the deposition
eventually arrived, this view was
approved. The Board of Trade file is
minuted by the official concerned,
Thomas Gray: "It is not likely that any
Jury would convict, and if a court of
law were to stamp this custom with
clear authority, it might be made a pre­
text for getting rid of troublesome peo-
.ple. I should be inclined to leave it
alone." The papers were then passed
to the Home Office. Meanwhile, in
Singapore, the men had been kept in
custody and placed on a British ship to
be brought home for trial in England.
The Colonial Office, which regarded
this procedure as illegal, heard too late
to stop it-the ship had left. So, in
typical manner, the baby was cunning­
ly passed by an embarrassed Colonial
Office to the Board of Trade, who
passed it to the Home Office. The men
eventually arrived in London in July
1875, but no 'proceedings were ever
taken. By then, what little legally
admissible evidence had existed had
dispersed. The Home Office file is un­
happily lost. The voluminous papers
that do exist make it quite clear that
the point of a prosecution was felt to
be to secure an authoritative declara­
tion as to the illegality of the custom of
the sea. The Colonial Office and, by
implication, Home Office were in
favour of this; the Board of Trade was
opposed. This conflict of departmental
attitudes still existed in 1884. The back­
ground to the American case appears
to have been quite different. There is
no evidence of any official desire to
outlaw the maritime custom, and this
perhaps explains why the American
case accepted the custom, while the
British case took the opposite view.
I have now given you some of the
background to Dudley and Stephens,
and it explains many of the peculiari­
ties of the decision. The prosecution
was backed by the Home Office in
order to condemn, publicly and
solemnly, the custom of the sea. It was
vital therefore that the legal point not
escape because of sympathy for Dud­
ley. This was a serious risk, particular­
ly because he was not some ordinary
sailor, but a very well known gentle­
man's gentleman-a professional
yacht captain. Yachting at the time
was a highly prestigious, expensive,
and glamorous form of conspicuous
expenditure. In 1884 in Britain there
were 58 yacht clubs, and Hunt's Yacht
List listed 3,219 sailing yachts, includ­
ing 395 schooners; yachts included
very substantial vessels. They were
mainly sailed by professional crews.
The flavour of the yachting world is
caught by a letter in 1885 from "En­
quirer" in Hunt's Yachting Magazine: he
was worried about his costs. He ex­
plained that he did not run a large
yacht, merely a "snug little yawl" of 80
tons, on which, for a 20-week season,
he employed a captain, a mate, a stew­
ard, a cook, and five sailors. This cost
him £1,000, a very substantial sum in
1885, and this was, he was assured,
about right. The leading yacht crews
came from a very few villages and, in­
deed, families. Dudley, Brooks, and
Parker all belonged to this world. Tom
Dudley had been mate of the Fiona, the
leading racing yacht in the early 1870s;
Ned Brooks had served for several sea­
sons under the celebrated Captain
O'Neill. Little Dick Parker was the son
of old Chick Parker of Itchen Ferry, a
yacht captain, and his family were to
become particularly well known as
sailors on the kaiser's yacht Meteor.
One of them is today sailing master of
Sir Edward Heath's yacht.
while he was still on the bridge, he
heard the lookout give the traditional
cry of "breakers ahead," and a few
minutes later the European hit the
Basse Meure Rock and sank. The cap­
tain lost his certificate for gross and
culpable negligence. Stephens, acting
under the captain's orders, was not
censured, but the Union Line never
employed him again. Though holding
a master's certificate (Tom Dudley
only held a mate's), he found difficulty
in getting work, and decided to try to
emigrate. This was why he shipped on
the Mignonette; like the other four
men, he had a yachting job arranged
in Sydney.
The risk that the jury would simply
acquit Dudley and Stephens was a real
one, and, in that case, the critical legal
decision would never be taken before a
really authoritative bench of judges.
So, from the start, it was made clear
that nothing was going to happen to
them-hence the grant of bail, and
broad hints of a free pardon. The
lawyers were quite happy to be kind to
Dudley and Stephens, as long as they
got their leading case condemning the
custom of the sea. The jury's special
verdict was Baron Huddleston's idea.
He drafted it himself, and the original
draft, with various modifications sug­
gested by counsel, still exists. He was
what is known as a "strong judge,"
and he talked the jury into acquies­
cence by telling them that the only
alternative was for them to find the
men guilty of murder. It was far fairer
to them to agree on the facts (which,
he said, were not in dispute) and spare
themselves the odium of finding these
brave men guilty of murder. The text
was cunningly devised to exclude any
finding that they had acted under ne­
cessity. The relevant passage merely
says, "If there was any necessity, there
was no more necessity to kill the boy
than anyone else." The defendants'
counsel did not agree to this, but
neither did he strenuously disagree.
He merely said that he was powerless
to agree; no formal consents were
possible in a criminal case. He was in
fact the leader of the Western Circuit,
and a leading counsel was essential to
lend real authority to the case. He
argued the question of necessity, but
failed to raise certain procedural objec­
tions, no doubt because it did not
seem in the interests of his clients to
do so-the price of a pardon was
essentially acquiescence in the produc-
" there were
immense practical
difficulties in bringing
frontiersmen before
courts and collecting
satisfactory evidence.
The principal witnesses
were often, by then,
digested. "
Edwin Stephens alone was not a
yachtsman. He had enjoyed a prosper­
ous career as an officer in the Union
Line, which sent -steamers to South
Africa. Unhappily, his career had col­
lapsed in 1877 when he was first offi­
cer on the European. This ship was
approaching the English Channel in
bad weather, and Stephens was re­
sponsible for gross navigational errors
that led him and the captain to believe
the ship had passed safely by the lIe
d'Ouessant, the western extremity of
France. Not long before he went off
watch, Stephens remarked to the cap­
tain, "We must be a long way from
land." A quarter of an hour later,
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tion of the leading case. And so, after
much procedural muddle, the lawyers
got their leading case, and the moral
grandeur of the occasion called for
literary grandeur in the opinion,
which is one long purple passage. The
savage, barbarous practice of cannibal­
ism was roundly condemned, and the
custom of the sea denounced as a blas­
phemous appeal to God to sanction
killing. The men, shaken by the
ordeal, were sent off to Holloway Pris­
on as the most comfortable prison
available, and everyone waited for the
free pardon to be announced. There
then occurred a curious hitch.
The home secretary at the time was
Sir William Harcourt, and he turned
awkward. The judges, he said, had
announced that the men were murder­
ers, and he therefore proposed to take
the judges seriously and commute the
death sentence to indefinite imprison­
ment. This caused consternation .be­
hind the scenes, and it took some time
to talk him into the token fixed sen­
tence of six months' imprisonment.
This solution came from his son, who
acted as his private secretary; the son's
diaries survive and recount the whole
story. Petitions to reduce the sentence
further were resisted, though prison
rules were relaxed in the men's favour.
Most press comment was reasonably
favourable, though some papers
pointed out what a farce the whole
business had been.
Tom Dudley did emigrate, but fate
reserved a curious end for him. I re­
cently located in Southampton a lady
who is a distant relative, and she lives
not far from relatives of Richard Par­
ker. She was told the story when she
was, as she put it, regarded by her
mother as old enough to hear these
things. In 1900, bubonic plague hit
Sydney, and Tom Dudley was its first
victim. His corpse was then subjected
to indignities as gross as any that befell
poor Richard Parker. Bathed in diluted
sulphuric acid, and wrapped in many
layers of sailcloth, it was taken by wa­
ter for burial in grave 48 in the Quaran­
tine Station on the South Heads of
Sydney Harbour. The family regarded
it all as divine retribution, and I fear
his son also carried the curse-he end­
ed in a lunatic asylum. Edwin
Stephens died in 1914, and there are
stories that he too went mad. Ned
Brooks continued to work as a yachts­
man until his death in 1919. In 1906, he
found himself working on a yacht with
a nephew of Richard, and they fell to
talking about the affair. Ben Parker
wrote an account of this meeting, and I
persuaded the family to allow me ac­
cess to a copy. Brooks then said that
sham lots were in fact drawn to select
Richard Parker-the custom of the sea
had been followed in letter if not in
spirit. I suspect this to be true. In
Essex, Southampton, and Falmouth,
where the story is still remembered, I
learned why the yacht sank. Her tim­
bers were rotten, and Dudley had
been too economical in repairing her
before the voyage; repairs were limited
to the replacement of some planking.
Under stress the screws holding the
new planking pulled out, and she
rapidly filled.
No later case involving the custom
of the sea, or its much less well estab­
lished counterpart on land, ever arose
in the common law world. Norwegian
sailors who drew lots after the loss of
the Thekla in 1893 were extradited for
trial in Oslo, but, after appearing be­
fore the juge d'instruction, they were
pardoned by royal decree; their memo­
rial is article 47 of the Norwegian Penal
Code, the Penal Code Commission of
1885 having taken the view that no
crime was committed by men in such
circumstances. What happened to the
Norwegian survivors of the Drat in
1899, I have yet to discover. Presum­
ably, sailors continued to follow the
custom of the sea until the end of the
days of sail, but kept quiet about it.
The lawyers got the leading case, but
whether anyone took much notice of
it, I personally doubt.
The cannibals who were fortunate
enough to be tried achieved some im­
mortality through the legal proceed­
ings. Many others are now forgotten:
thus nobody today has heard of can­
nibal James Archer of the Euxine, who
ended his days quietly in Dundee as a
ship's captain. A book has been writ­
ten about Alexander Pearce, however,
and his skull is, as I have said, pre­
served in a museum in Pennsylvania.
Dudley, after a short stay in the wax­
works in London, fell into relative obli­
vion except as the name of a leading
case until Donald McCormick attemp­
ted to rescue him in a colourful book,
Blood on the Sea, published in 1962.
This includes the mythical tale of his
romance with Otilia Ribeiro, an
orphaned transvestite Portuguese
flower girl, who took part in a
bizarre attempt to reenact the
crime, herself playing the part of
"Ricardo Parker." In this account,
Dudley cooks a morsel of his buttocks,
musing to himself as he prepares to
serve this to Otilia: "buttocks and
beans, he laughed to himself. Yes, that
would be the supreme sacrifice, the
one act that would obliterate the
crime." It is a work in which imagina­
tion has been employed to supplement
the evidence.
But the only cannibal who has been
a real folk hero is Alferd Packer, the
mountain man. At his first trial in
1883, he was convicted and sentenced
to death in solemn terms, but the ver­
sion that circulated, invented by one
Larry Nolan, a saloon keeper who
attended the trial and gave evidence
against him, was different: "Stand up
Packer, you voracious man-eating son
of a bitch. There were six Democrats in
Hinsdale County, and you've been
and gone and eaten five of them."
Retried in 1886 for manslaughter, he
was sentenced to 40 years' imprison­
ment. He persistently appealed, with­
out success; but eventually a press
campaign by Mrs. O'Bryan-"Polly
Pry" of the Denver Post-led to his
being paroled on 7 January 1901. A
kindly old man, who suffered severely
from epilepsy, he died in 1907. But
since then his memory has been kept
alive-for example, by a ritual exor­
cism of his ghost, employing a goat
borrowed from the local zoo, which
took place in 1943 and was photo­
graphed for Life Magazine; by the open­
ing of the Packer Memorial Grill in
1968 at the Law School of the Universi­
ty of Colorado; by the Packer Wilder­
ness Cook Book; by an appalling film;
by books; by Packer Day at the Mining
School in Denver. There are two se­
rious books about him, and the author
of the most recent one, Judge Ervan F.
Kushner, petitioned the Colorado
Clemancy Board for a posthumous
pardon, a request denied, however, by
Governor Richard Lamm. If you go to
Denver to the Waxworks Museum,
you can still see Packer chomping
away in the firelight, though the figure
is not a good likeness. If you follow the
instructions and press the adjacent
button firmly, you can hear the wind
howling over Lake San Christobal as it
did, in the winter of 1874, and sense a
little of the world of the frontier in
which the nineteenth-century canni­
bals lived and provided us lawyers
with such entertaining leading cases. _
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II 'We said that we would
form a firm that was truly
international, in fact, a firm
without nationality if that
were possible.' "
Karen Gardner is the former editor of The
Law School Record.
Russell Baker:
Pioneer in
International Law
At
the age of 18, Russell Baker
rode into Chicago from New
Mexico on a cattle train and
kept warm by sitting on the backs of
the steers. Before his death at the age
of 78, Baker was the head of the largest
law firm in the world-Baker &
McKenzie. The world's first truly in­
ternationallaw firm, Baker & McKen­
zie now has 29 offices, 222 partners,
and about 370 associates.
By sweeping floors at the former Del
Prado Hotel in Hyde Park, Russell
Baker was able to pay for both his
undergraduate and law degrees at the '
University of Chicago. After graduat­
ing from the Law School in 1925, Baker
began practicing law in Chicago be­
cause, as he once stated in a Chicago
Tribune interview:
I was so damn poor I couldn't leave
this town. And my wife, whom I met
at the university, was even poorer.
She was a missionary's daughter. So
we were impecunious and in no posi­
tion to travel. Besides we liked Chica­
go very much. All of these things came
together and convinced me that prac­
ticing international law here would be
an interesting way to make a living. It
seemed evident even then that this
somewhat specialized type of law
would expand greatly.
Most of Russell Baker's first clients
were impoverished Mexicans who
were victims of prejudice resulting
from border troubles between the
United States and Mexico. Baker was
once imprisoned by a Chicago judge
for "too spirited" a defense of a Mex-
Karen Gardner
ican. He stated that, during this early
period of his career, he "learned to try
a lawsuit pretty well. You had to be
good to get a verdict for a Mexican.
And you had to be lucky."
Eventually Baker began represent­
ing investors with interests in Latin
America, and in 1934, a large phar­
maceutical company asked him to
travel around the world conducting
the company's international legal busi­
ness. His international law practice
was thus launched.
In remarks at a luncheon recently
given by Baker & McKenzie in mem­
ory of Russell Baker, Wulf H. Doser, a
partner from Frankfurt, Germany,
stated, "When Russell set out with
three friends to form and foster the
first and only truly international law
firm on July 1, 1949, at the age of 48, he
had the courage, strength, and vision
to embark on an adventure with an
unknown future at an age when most
people have become satisfied with-or
resigned t�what they have achieved
in life."
Explaining the motivation behind
Baker & McKenzie's formation, Rus­
sell Baker had said:
In 1949, we had firmly committed
ourselves to several ideas which, if we
could carry them out, would, we be­
lieved, result in affording us not only
a livelihood, but above everything
else, an interesting and stimulating
one....
We said, first, that we would not
exploit each other, that we would find
a means of dividing the rewards of our
collective efforts that was objective and
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not subject to the control of any part­
ner or any group of partners, nor sub­
ject to any override of a proprietary
nature.
We said we would build a law firm
with the object of serving independent
lawyers and corporate counsel in areas
of specialization such as international
work, taxation, patents, trademarks
and copyrights, and litigation which
. . . was beyond the effective reach of
ordinary law firms.
We said that we would form a firm
that was truly international; in fact, a
firm without nationality if that were
possible; that we would recruit lin­
guists and men who had been trained
in two systems of law. We said that
we would form a single firm; that it
would be one firm or no firm. Above
everything else, we said that we would
form a firm which would permit its
members to produce their very best
and enjoy doing it.
With such goals ahead of him, Baker's
career was obviously an ambitious
one, but he realized his ambitions.
Baker & McKenzie flourished, and
Russell Baker became a leading figure
in international law. In 1974, he was
named "Man of the Year in Interna­
tional Trade" by the World Trade Con­
ference in Chicago.
Baker's wife, Elizabeth, whom he
met while both were students at the
University of Chicago, shared his love
of adventure. As Baker once wrote in a
letter to his three sons, all partners in
the firm: "Dibsie [his nickname for
Elizabeth] married me out of innocent
recklessness. What a chance she took!
Careful, calculating girls look for a guy
'from a good family,' backed up with
as much money as possible." Eliz­
abeth's warmth and good nature were
also evident to the many young
lawyers from foreign countries whom
she graciously entertained in her
home.
Always an innovator and one who
had great faith in education, Russell
Baker would be proud of Baker &
McKenzie's new role as a leader in
continuing legal education. The firm
recently appointed a law professor on
a full-time basis to direct the country's
first in-house legal education program.
Its purpose is to refine and expand the
firm's ongoing training programs,
seminars, and programs for exposure
to new areas of practice, and thus en­
courage the continued professional de-
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Russell Baker
velopment of the firm's attorneys.
Baker himself never ceased to de­
velop professionally. When Baker &
McKenzie opened a new office in San
Francisco, Russell Baker commuted to
California for six months to take a re­
view course in California law and, at
the age of 70, passed the California
bar.
Such strength and energy were and
continue to be the guiding forces be­
hind Baker & McKenzie's great success
as an international law firm.
In March 1981, Baker & McKenzie
honored the memory of Russell Baker
with a gift of $1 million to the Law
School to endow a faculty research
fund for the support of Russell Baker
Scholars and a fund for student scho­
larships. The firm wrote to Dean Cas­
per: "For over fifty years, Russell had a
deep and abiding interest in his Law
School. Moreover, he was keenly in­
terested in law students, in their intel­
lectual progress and in their financial
needs. All of this arose from his devo­
tion to the development of the law and
his sharp sense of justice. We believe
that for these reasons Russell would
have concurred in our decision to
provide to the Law School funds for
the support of scholarly research
and for scholarships for deserving
students." -
The Fund for the Law School: 1980
/
/
I
/
A Message from the Dean
The Fund for the Law School supports
crucial elements of our program of in­
struction and research without which
the Law School would not be able to
perform its educational tasks at the
high level which has become expected
of us. The Fund also supports aid for
students, the law library, the law re­
view, the placement office, and other
services. Its importance in the life of
the School cannot be overstated. I am
deeply grateful to the graduates of the
School and to its friends for the ex­
traordinary way in which they have
responded to the financial pressures,
competitive and other, to which we
are subjected at the present time. It is
most encouraging to have this evi­
dence of continuing concern for the
School and legal education. My warm­
est thanks go to all who have helped.
Dean Gerhard Casper
A Message from the 1980
Fund for the Law School
Chairman
The results of the 1980 Fund for the
Law School are a magnificent illustra­
tion of your loyalty and confidence in
the future of the University of Chicago
Law School.
Your generosity last year provided
$651,000 in unrestricted gifts. This
amount represents a 17% increase
over 1979 contributions, 2% more
than the Fund's 1980 goal. The first
year of the Bigelow Associates pro­
gram was even more successful than
anticipated. The contributions of the
eighty-two alumni who gave 1% or
more of their 1979 professional income
totaled $102,539. The sole disappoint­
ing note is that the level of alumni par­
ticipation declined 4%.
This year our goal is to raise
$750,000 to benefit the Law School. In
light of the recent changes in the tax
law, which will become effective next
year, this year may be a most advan­
tageous year to make a gift to the Law
School. To those of you who have not
yet contributed to the Law School, I
hope you will reflect a moment on the
impact your law degree has had on
your career and your life. To the core
of loyal supporters who have done so
much to support the Law School, the
credit for maintaining the pre­
eminence of the Law School belongs
to you.
To those 62 graduates who found an
extra moment in their busy lives to
volunteer their time for the Fund for
the Law School campaign, a special
measure of the success of the cam­
paign belongs to you. I feel privileged
to have worked with you.
Roger A. Weiler '52
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Comparative Unrestricted Contributions
1979
Alumni
Friends
Law Firms
Total
1980
Number of Funds Number of
Contributors Contributed Contributors
1,678 $464,814 1,614
196 63,632 184
14 27,435 29
1,888 $555,881 1,827
Funds
Contributed
$550,157
74,253
27,170
$651,580
Five Classes with Highest Percentage of Graduates
Contributing
Year
1949
1941
1940
1925
1955
1980 Volunteer
Committees
The Law School gratefully acknowl­
edges the time so generously contrib­
uted by the volunteers listed below:
Roger Weiler '52, Chairman Fund for
the Law School
Stuart Bernstein'47, Special Gifts
George J. Casson, Jr. '72, Matching
Gifts Campaign
David C. Hilliard '62, Phone-Mail
Champaign
Morris I. Leibman '33, Law Firms
John D. Schwartz '50, Volunteer
Newsletter
Decade of the 19305 Committee
Lee C. Shaw '38, Chairman
Bernard W. Witney '30
William G. Burns '31
Norman H. Nachman '32
Benjamin M. Brodsky '33
Robert E. English '33
Herbert Portes '36
Keith I. Parsons '37
Owen Fairweather '38
Decade of the 19405 Committee
Russell J. Parsons '42, Chairman
Karl R. Janitzky '40
William Brandt '41
Joseph Stein '42
George B. PIetsch '43, '44, '45
-George Overton '46
% of Class Contributing
46.6%
45.9%
44.4%
42.8%
41.7%
David Parson'47
Herbert E. Ruben '47
Charles E. Pitte, Jr. '48
John A. Morris '49
Decade of the 19505 Committee
Burton W. Kanter '52, Co-chairman
Maurice Jacobs '52, Co-chairman
Lionel G. Gross '50
Charles F. Russ, Jr. '51
David V. Kahn '52
Merrill A. Freed '53
Lee J. Vickman '54
A. Daniel Feldman '55
Langdon A. Collins '56
Robert M. Green '57
Francis J. Gerlits '58
George V. Bobrinskoy '59
Mark S. Lieberman '59
Decade of the 19605 Committee
Linda J. Thoren '67, Chairwoman
Thomas N. [ersild '61
Ronald L. Engel '62
Burton E. Glazov '63
Richard E. Kinney '64
Alan R. Orschel '64
Daniel P. Kearney '65
David V. Midgley'65
Steven L. Bashwiner '66
Robert M. Farquharson '67
Donald S. Samuelson '67
Michael L. Stein '67
Barbara W. Mather '68
James W. Rankin '68
[oel H. Kaplan '69
Class Chairman
John Morris
William Brandt
Karl [anitzky
Daniel Feldman
Decade of the 19705 Committee
Michael A. Rosenhouse '74,
Co-chairman
Steven J. Fiffer '76, Co-chairman
Arthur H. Anderson, Jr. '70
Marvin J. Rosenblum '71
Roger T. Brice '73
Susan J. Schwartz '74
Joel M. Hurwitz '76
Johnnine Brown Hazard '77
James D. Parsons '77
Andrew M. Rosenfield '78
Emile Karafiol '79
Fund for Clinical Legal
Education
John Kimpel '74, Co-chairman
Claire Pensyl '78, Co-chairwoman
University of Chicago
Fund for the Law School
Development Staff
Holly Davis '76
Assistant Dean
(312) 753-2408
Sueanne Sluis
Development Assistant
(312) 753-2412
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Bigelow Associates Donald Frenzen '58Herbert B. Fried '32
James T. Gibson, Jr. '52
Larry Marc Goldin '79
Gerald R. Gorman '26
David B. Goshien ' 62
Lionel G. Gross'50
Kenneth S. Haberman '59
WilliamA. Halama '65
Julian R. Hansen '52
J. Gordon Henry '41
Maurice Jacobs '52
George F. James '32
Newell N. Jenkins '56
Richard S. E. Johns
Justin M. Johnson '62
Joseph S. Jones '30
Hayes Kennedy '24
Peggy 1. Kerr '73
Lorenz F. Koerber, Jr. '42
Norman G. Kurland '60
John Q. Lawless '27
William C. Lee '62
Michael Lerner '67
David Keith Linnan '79
Jack W. Loeb '37
Alexander I. Lowinger'41
Fred H. Mandel '29
Michael J. Marks '63
Elaine Massock '78
Robert E. McKee'64
#Raymond G. '45 and Nancy
Goodman Feldman'46
#Estate of Margaret W. Fisher
#FMC Foundation
Herbert B. Fried '32
... General Electric Foundation
... General Motors Foundation
#Gertrude Weiss Goodwin
#Benjamin Z. Gould '37
Richard 1. Grand-Jean '67
Harold J. Green '28
#Florence G. Heller Foundation
#Estate of Joseph Homan
International Minerals & Chemical
Foundation
George F. James '32
#The Jewish Students Scholarship
Fund, Inc.
Burton W. Kanter '52
#Elaine and Samuel Kersten, Jr.
... Kirkland and Ellis
Howard G. Krane '57
WilliamJ. McKenna, Jr. '79
Jacques K. Meguire '79
Michael Meyer'67
Louis R. Miller '37
Robert D. Morgan '37
Allen J . Nelson'64
Bernard}. Nussbaum '55
Michael Nussbaum '61
Stanley E. Ornstein '67
David J. Parson'47
Barbara F. Petersen '72
Henry W. Phillips'49
James W. Rankin '68
Marc William Rappel '80
Robert Newton Reid '30
Lawrence Rubinstein'56
Paul T. Ruttum'72
Jan J. Sagett '68
Carl W. H. Sass'19
Sanford B. Schulhofer,Sr.'33
Edward A. Seegers'13
Milton I. Shadur '49
Mitchell Shapiro '64
Richard H. Siegel'60
Peter N. Todhunter '37
Junjiro Tsubota '67
Thomas C. Walker '73
Randolph A. Warden '52
[oseph ]. Wasko '32
Roger A. Weiler'52
Sidney J. Wolf '21
Bigelow Associates are alumni and
friends who have contributed an
amount equal to at least 1 % of their
professional income for the prior year
to the Fund for the Law School. The
Law School is especially grateful to
these charter members of the program:
George W. Adams '22
Ronald J. Aronberg '57
Janet E. Ashcroft '68
John D. Ashcroft '67
Rosemary Boyd Avery '71
Joseph K. Blackman '33
Walter J. Blum'41
Rhea 1. Brennwasser '27
Richard D. Buik '77
Bernard D. Cahn '33
George J. Casson, Jr. '72
Lawrence J. Corneck '71
Stanley 1. Cummings'43
Holly Caryn Davis '76
Samayla D. Deutch'64
Frank H. Easterbrook '73
Roberta J. Evans '61
Robert M. Farquharson '67
Gail Pollack Fels '65
Law School Fellows
($5,000 or More)
#Anonymous (5)
Thomas H. Alcock '32
... Amoco Foundation, Inc.
Walter Blum'41
Leo Carlin '19
#Chicago Community Trust
Frank Cicero, Jr. '65
#Council on Legal Education for
Professional Responsibility
Frank H. Detweiler '31
Isaiah S. Dorfman '31
Ronald 1. Engel'62
#Equitable Life Assurance Society of
the United States
t Deceased.
#Restricted gift.
... Restricted and unrestricted gift.
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Estate of David 1. Krooth
#Paul H. LeHmann '30
#Bernys S. Nierman Levin
#Edna McConnell Clark Foundation
Bernard D. and Jean S. Meltzer '37
Mobil Foundation
#Eli A. Nierman Foundation
... Bernard ]. Nussbaum '55
Karl F. Nygren '51
Mr. and Mrs. James K.
Oppenheimer
Estate of Edward Quinn '32
#Robert B. Roesing '36
t M. A. Rosenthal '27
#Charles D. Satinover '30
#Fay Horton Sawyier
#Sarah Scaife Foundation, Inc.
#Fritz Thyssen Stiftung
... John M. Tierney '68
#UNR Industries, Inc.
Roger A. Weiler '52
#Woods Charitable Fund, Inc.
Dean's Fellows
($2,500-$4,999)
Anonymous (3)
Baker & McKenzie
Ball Corporation
George Hugh '31 and Morton
Barnard '27
William G. Burns '31
Jack Corinblit '49
Dow Chemical Co.
Law School Associates
($1,000-$2,499)
Anonymous (2)
t Lester S. Abelson '25
John M. Alex '57
.. Jean Allard'53
Leo H. Arnstein '28
Ronald J. Aronberg '57
Irving I. Axelrad '39
Ingrid L. Beall'56
Renato Beghe'54
.. Frank C. Bernard '30
Stuart Bernstein'47
Richard B. Berryman '57
#Charles W. Boand '33
#Stuart B. Bradley '30
William R. Brandt '50
Alice M. Bright'41
John W. Broad '42
Alan R. Brodie'54
David N. Brown '66
Laurence A. Carton'47
#Chicago Bar Foundation
Citibank N.A.
Samuel D. Clapper '71
Lewis Collens '66
Arthur L. Content'54
Josef D. Cooper'64
George J. Cotsirilos '42
.. Covington & Burling
Robert W. Crowe '49
#D'Ancona, Pflaum, Wyatt & Riskind
Robert E. Don '62
R. R. Donnelly and Sons Company
Joseph DuCoeur '57
Dun & Bradstreet Corporation
Foundation
.. Daniel A. Edelman '76
Charles L. Edwards'65
Alex Elson '28
.. Charles H. Ephraim '51
Leif B. Erickson '34
#John A. Ettlinger
#Farmer's Group, Inc.
.. Robert M. Farquharson '67
Morris E. Feiwell '15
S. Richard Fine '50
#Sheldon Fink
Joseph N. DuCanto '55
Frank H. Easterbrook '73
#David H. Feldman '28
Maurice Fulton'42
I. Frank Harlow'43
Elmer M. Heifetz '37
Leo Herzel '52
Charles E. Herzog '32
Maurice H. Jacobs '52
#Fred C. Koch Foundation
Lorenz F. Koerber, Jr. '42
Daniel Fogel'49
Edward D. Friedman '37
Robert S. Friend '31
Alvin Fross '51
Francis J. Gerlits '58
Irving H. Goldberg '27
#Perry B. Goldberg '60
R. Howard Goldsmith'49
Frank Greenberg '32
Jack W. Greene '63
William N. Haddad
Andrew C. Hamilton '28
Wayne R. Hannah, Jr.
Elizabeth B. '52 and C. J. Head '52
J. Gordon Henry'41
Sidney J. Hess, Jr. '32
David Craig Hilliard'62
George A. Hisert, Jr. '70
George C. Hoffman '28
Ines C. Hoffman '28
Oliver L. '73 and Irene S. Holmes '73
Richard P. Horn '73
John C. Hudson '62
Charles E. Hussey III '58
#Interlake Foundation
International Telephone & Telegraph
Corp.
t Barton Isenberg '70
I. U. International Management
Corp .
George B. Javaras '64
Albert E. Jenner, Jr.
Daniel E. Johnson '57
Elliott A. Johnson '31
Noel Kaplan '63
Paul R. Kitch '35
Howard R. Koven'47
Lillian E. Kraemer '64
Abe Krash '49
Duane W. Krohnke '66
Jerome F. Kutak '28
William Landes
.. Benjamin Landis '30
Peter D. Lederer '57
Philip C. Lederer '35
Herbert Lesser'42
David J. Lester'54
Milton A. Levenfeld '50
Moses Levitan '13
Morris T. Leibman '33
Joseph Deyo Mathewson '76
Robert E. McKee'64
Robert H. Mohlman'41
.. Bernard Nath '21
Phil C. Neal
.. Robert L. Norgren '60
Kenneth C. Prince '34
George L. Saunders, Jr. '59
A. Bruce Schimberg '52
Daniel C. Smith'40
James Zacharias '35
#Julius Lewis
#Lexecon, Inc.
Robert A. Lingren '63
Carl S. Lloyd '20
Jack W. Loeb '37
David A. Logan'41
Alexander I. Lowinger'41
#DonaldG. Lubin
J0 Desha Lucas
Donald Mackay '61
#Marathon Oil Foundation, Inc.
Richard L. Marcus '62
Arthur J. Massolo '67
[ames ]. McClure, Jr. '49
.. Robert McDougal, Jr. '29
Laurel J. McKee'64
Victor L. McQuistion '21
Midas International Corporation
Byron S. '37 and Jeanette Rifas Miller
'37
Paul Miller
Stanford Miller '38
John A. Morris '49
Gerald F. Munitz '60
.. Donna Marie Murasky '72
Norman H. Nachman '32
JohnJ. Naughton '49
Michael Nussbaum '61
Robert H. O'Brien '33
O'Melveny & Meyers
Keith I. Parsons '37
Russell J. Parsons'42
Mildred G. Peters'49
#Pfizer Foundation, Inc.
George B. Pletsch'44
#Earl E. Pollack
Herbert Portes '36
Richard and Charlotte Posner
Nicholas J. '75 and Thomas Pritzker
'76
George D. Ramspeck '49
Gerald Ratner '37
Jerome Richard '38
Laurence Reich '53
Maurice Rosenfield '38
#Bernard G. Sang '35
#PaulSang
Archie Schimberg '22
#Harold D. Shapiro
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Mitchell S. Shapiro'64
.. Gerald J. Sherman'62
James H. Shimberg '49
Timothy Shouvlin '76
Arnold I. Shure '29
Sidney & Austin
Stephen M. Slavin'64
Harold E. Spencer '37
Charles D. Stein'47
JohnN. Stem
Ira T. Wender'48
.. Peter Widmer'68
#William W. Wilkow'48
Willeo Foundation, Inc.
.. Bernard W. Witney'30
Arnold R. and Ann Wolff
Frederick A. Yonkman '57
Morton H. Zalutsky '60
Joseph T. Zoline '35
Laurence N. Strenger '68
.. Joseph c. Swidlei'30
Seymour Tabin '40
Stephen E. Tallent '62
Theodore D. Tieken '33
Junjiro Tsubota '67
Maurice Walk '21
Maurice A. Weigle '35
Robert 1. Weiss'48
Bernard Weissbourd '48
Dean's Associates Edna Selan Epstein '73 John M. Knowlton '36 William P. Richmond '59
($500-$999)
c. Curtis Everett '57 #Philip Kurland Eric S. Rosenfeld '59
Faegre & Benson RobertJ. Kutak '55 Andrew M. '78 and Betsy
Anonymous (3) Feiwell, Galper, & Lasky #David 1. Ladd '53 Bergman Rosenfield
Alexander & Baldwin, Inc. Ltd. Antonio M. Laliberte '68 Adolph A. Rubinson '34
.. Alexander Grant & Co. A. Daniel Feldman '55 #Edward Lembitz Paul T. Ruttum '72
.. Albert H. Allen '30 George P. Felleman '67 Julian H. Levi '31 Antonio R. Sarabia '49
#American Distilling #Elaine Fiffer Daniel E. Levin '53 Frederick Sass, Jr. '32
Company First Boston Foundation Richard H. Levin '36 Frank 1. Schneider'62
American Telephone & First National Bank of Charles and Ruth Levy Samuel Schoenberg '35
Telegraph Foundation Chicago Foundation Louis and Theresa Levy Harry Schulman '38
Irwin J. Askow '38 Norden S. Gilbert '74 Mark S. Lieberman '59 #John D. Schwartz '50
Mary 1. Azcuenaga '73 Burton E. Glazov'63 Alfred R. Lipton'66 #Howard K. Shapiro
and Ronald G. Carr '73 Harold 1. '47 and Ruth G. Michael J. Marks'63 #Lloyd E. Shefsky'65
Stephen M. Barnett '66 Goldman '47 .. Robert D. Martin '69 .. Skadden, Arps, Slate,
Edward F. Barnicle, Jr. '47 Thomas Gottschalk'67 Barbara W. '68 and T. Meagher & Flom
JohnH. Barrow'67 Joseph E. Green '31 Michael Mather '68 Byron E. Starns'69
#Jules-Marc Baudel'67 Robert M. Green '57 Fred A. Mauck '62 #State Farm Companies
Donald R. Bear '22 Ernest Greenberger'47 John F. McCarthy '32 Foundation
Dale E. Beihoffer '68 John R. Grimes '55 McDonald's Corporation Edwin A. Strugala '54
Lee F. Benton '69 Lionel G. '50 and Lois G. Dugald S. McDougall '37 .. William R. Sullivan, Jr. '71
George P. Blake '61 Gross '50 Terry A. McIlroy '70 Frank 1. Sulzberger
Michael Borge'48 Kenneth S. Haberman '59 Thomas A. McSweeny'65 Michael James Sweeney
Borg-Warner Foundation, Joel 1. Handelman '65 Michael E. Meyer '67 '76
Inc. .. Richard Harris'62 David B. Midgley'65 Matsuo Takabuki '49
#Stephen S. Bowen '72 and E. Houston Harsha '40 Thomas E. Moran '39 #Karen 1. Tarrant '73
Ellen C. Newcomer '73 Donald Hawkins'47 Morrison & Foester Robert A. Thorsen '37
William M. Brandt '41 Fritz F. Heimann '51 Charles E. Murphy '67 Kenneth S. Tollett '55
Michael Braun '72 Susan A. Henderson '69 M. Thomas Murray '51 Robert E. Ulbricht '58
Herbert C. Brook '36 The Hershey Fund National Can Corporation James Van Santen '48
George F. Bruder '63 Alexander Hillman Family Stephen C. Neal Lowell Curtis Wadmond
Kenneth V. Butler '59 Foundation #Philip B. Newkirk '30 '24
#Gerhard Casper Lawrence T. Hoyle, Jr. '65 Harold W. Norman '20 Alan S. Ward '55
.. Edwin H. Cassels, Jr. '34 James G. Hunter, Jr. '67 Northern Trust Company Harold A. Ward III '55
Certain-Teed Products Karl R. Janitzky '40 Northwest Standau Weinbrecht '55
Corporation Paul F. Jock '70 Bancorporation Jack 1. Wentz '63
Hammond E. Chaffetz Carroll Johnson '36 Herman Odell '36 Donald M. Wessling '61
David G. Clarke '51 John Alvin Johnson '40 William P. O'Keefe, Jr. '63 Western Electric Fund
Robert C. Claus '57 Justin Morris Johnson '62 Benjamin Ordower '34 Westinghouse
Valborg Crossland Kenneth G. Johnson'64 #Gary Palm '67 Educational Foundation
Hendrick DeJong '69 Norman E. Jorgensen '43 A. Lauriston Parks '61 Edwin P. Wiley'52
Earl B. Dickerson '20 Byron E. Kabot '41 Gerald M. Penner'64 1. Mark Wine '70
James A. Donohoe '62 David V. Kahn '52 Pope, Ballard, Shepard & Maynard I. Wishner'47
Robert T. Drake Stanley A. Kaplan '33 Fowle Peter B. Work '64
Alderman Dystrup '31 Arnold J. Karzov '62 Louise K. Prins John E. Zimmerman'49
John A. Eckler '39 Daniel P. Kearney '65 Richard H. Prins '50 William A. Zolla '65
Donald E. Egan '61 #Peter Kellerhals James M. Ratcliffe '50
Allen C. Engerman '58 Kimberly-Clark Robert Newton Reid '30
Donald M. Ephraim '55 Foundation, Inc. James T. Rhind
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Century Associates Russell A. Bantham, Jr. Theodore V. Bradley '33 Norman Cohn Family
($1 00-$499) '66 Steve A. Brand '73 FoundationAnthony H. Barash '68 Roland E. Brandel '66 Thomas Amor Cole '75
#Bonnie Ann Barber '75 Kathleen Wilson Bratton #Kathleen Coles '77
Anonymous (4) #Courtenay Barber, Jr. '74 Ralph Coletta '49
Charles Aaron John P. Barnes '34 Ernest A. Braun '38 Sheldon O. Collen'49
#Mark N. Aaronson '69 PaulM. Barnes '39 Geoffrey A. Braun '67 Langdon Ann Collins '56
Joseph J. Abbell'34 Karl R. Barnickol, III '66 Neil S. Braun '77 #Andrew H. Conner '79
William H. Abbott '28 Paul W. Barrett '27 Rhea L. Brennwasser '27 John K. Conner '60
Morris B. Abram '40 William E. Barrows '68 Coleman Brese Charles M. Constantine
It William L. Achenbach '67 #Philip H. Bartels '74 It Roger T. Brice '73 '48
#Peter Achermann '60 Fred H. Bartlit, Sr. '23 Matthew W. Brislawn '59 Rand L. Cook '73
Fred Morris Ackerson '80 Steven L. Bashwiner '66 Bristol-Meyers Company Ronald S. Cope '63
Kenneth L. Adams '70 #Clinton R. Batterton '74 Florence Broady '34 .. Sherman P. Corwin'41
Neil Adelman '60 #Patrick B. Bauer '75 and Benjamin M. Brodsky '33 George M. Covington '67
#S. J. Adelman Christine M. Luzzie '75
.. Michael Louis Brody '79 Gary L. Cowan '60
Melvin S. Adess '69 Jack G. Beamer'40 Leon M. Bronfin '76 Cox, Castle, & Nicholson
Roland Adickes '61 John R. Beard '67 Robert Bronstein '51 David L. Crabb '63
Charles F. Adler '33 Gordon A. Becker '65 Richard F. Broude '61 E. Gene Crain '58
Howard Adler, Jr. '51 Karl M. Becker '68 #John Ernest Brower '76 Roger Conant Cramton
Barry S. Alberts '71 Lawrence G. Becker '64 and Ellen Higgins '74 '55
Richard E. Alexander '50 Jack D. Beem '55 Edwin Brown '67 #John C. Cratsley'66
David Wood Allen '75 Joel Behr '67 .. Elizabeth Ann Smith Cravath, Swaine, &
Alexander C. Allison '63
.. Bell, Boyd & Lloyd Brown '79 Moore
PauiJ. Allison '51 Bell Federal Savings & Mabel Welton Brown '41 Geoffrey L. Crooks '68
Sam Alschuler '35 Loan Association Peter W. Bruce '70 Edward J. Cunningham
Altorfer, Pedesta, Bell Laboratories McKnight Brunn '49 '60
Wooland & Co. #Brigitte A. Bell '79 John J. Buckley, Jr. '72 Stephen C. Curley '69
#American National Bank #Louis Michael Bell '78 #Leland L. Bull '69 #George Bartlett Curtis '76
& Trust Company of Albert C. Bellas '67 F. Ronald Buoscio '51 #JamesJ. Cusack, Jr. '30
Chicago Foundation L. Howard Bennett-'50 Felix M. Buoscio '25 Charles F. Custer '58
Arthur Anderson .. Joseph I. Bentley '68 C. John Buresh '70 Lance J. Dakin '64
Foundation #Urs W. Benz '70 David W. Burnet'49 Robert V. R. Dalenberg '53.. Arthur H. Anderson, Jr. Thomas W. Bergdall '76 .. Thomas F. Bush, Jr. '79 Kenneth W. Dam '57
'70 #Robert M. Berger '66 Bernard Cahn '33 John D. Daniels '64
C. David Anderson '67 Jeffrey I. Berkowitz '78 #John Leonard Carley '79 Joseph Darweesh '64
Charles Roger Andrews Louis Bernat .. Thomas Carlin '25 #Beth Boosalis Davis '74
'58 Donald Scott Bernstein '78 #Jonathan Carter Carlson Holly Caryn Davis '76
Paul C. Annes '23 Joel M. Bernstein '69 '79 Davis, Polk, & Wardwell
Milton S. Applebaum '33 Frederick W. Bessette '74 R. Guy Carter '31 James M. Davran '41
Stuart A. Applebaum '60 #Beverage Sales Co., Inc. Craig E. Castle '61 John M. Delehanty '69
Leonard P. Aries '32 Keith H. Beyler '74 Peter Richard Chaffetz '78 Geoffrey G. Dellenbaugh
Simon H. '73 and Virginia Allan E. Biblin '62 #Thomas B. Chandler '79 '74
L. Aronson '75 Peter Bilakos '62 Watler H. Chaveriat '27 Harlan M. Dellsy '72
Gilbert Asher'64 Robert C. Bills, Jr. '61 Chemical Bank John Deere Foundation
Theodore M. Asner '49 Donald J. Bingle '79 .. David S. Chernoff '62 Theodore W. De Looze '49
Atlantic Richfield Robert S. Blatt '52 Chesapeake & Potomac Darrell L. DeMoss '74
Foundation Harvey E. Blitz '69 Telephone Company Quin A. Denvir '69
Rosemary Boyd Avery '71 George V. Bobrinskoy, Jr. #Chicago Title and Trust Herbert C. DeYoung '28
Frederick W. Axley '69 '59 Company Stewart H. Diamond '63
Gary D. Babbitt'72 W. Donald Boe, Jr. '65 Max Chill '35 Robert U. Dini '63
Richard F. Babcock'46 Boeing Foundation William C. Christianson Richard G. Dinning'49
Stephen L. Babcock '66 Richard W. Bogosian'62 '20 Aaron Director
Michael F. Baccash '73 Jerome B. Bohman '58 Irwin Clawson '16 Robert L. Doan '59
George E. Badenoch '66 John D. Bolger '63 John Michael Clear '74 Donald B. Dodd '30
Inge Fryklund Badger '79 Joseph D. Bolton '74 and .. Cleary, Gottlieb, Steen, & William P. Doherty, Jr. '60
Richard I. Badger'68 Alison W. Miller '76 Hamilton Domestic Petroleum
Charles B. Baker '38 Andy L. Bond'65 Michael G. Cleveland '74 Council
#Gary Baker '73 Judith Altschul Joseph M. Cody '31 Fred ]. Dopheide '51
Wallace R. Baker Bonderman '68 Lawrence M. Cohen '60 Charles L. Dostal, Jr. '69
Dennis R. Baldwin '65 Kurt Borchardt '37 #Frederick F. Cohn '62 Richard N. Doyle'66
#Sara Jones Bales '70 .. Wendy McAneny Gerald B. Cohn '64 Dreyer & Traub
Joseph S. Balsamo '52 Bradburn '78 Louis J. Cohn '54 Frank C. Dunbar III'64
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#Anne C. & Allison #Dennis K. Frick '79 Mary Patricia Grear '76 Frederick and Irene
Dunham Barbara V. '57 and B. Avrom B. Green '50 Hickman
SydDunn Mark Fried '56 Donald M. Green '58 Willis E. Higgins '65
Michael A. Dunning'66 Bernard A. Fried '28 #Robert W. Green'71 John E. Hill '69
Augustus 1. duPont '78 Jeffrey L. Fried Thomas F. Green '31 Thomas C. Hill '73
It Milton L. Durchslag '30 Michael R. Friedberg '71 David Roy Greenbaum '76 #Harold C. Hirshman
David P. Earle III ' 62 David H. Fromkin '53 and Laurenine Knight #Kenneth Hoch
Keith E. Eastin '67 Wilson P. Funkhouser '73 Daniel B. Greenberg '65 Laura Banfield Hoguet
' 67
William S. Easton '61 Leon Gabinet '53 Howard H. Greengard '74 #James F. Holderman
Edward K. Eberhart'60 Gustav Gants Walter C. Greenough '75 David C. Holloman '59
Gary E. Edidin
' 69 It M. Fred Gants '76 Gerald B. Greenwald '51 #Case Hoogendoorn
' 69
It Leonard P. Edwards III '66 Joseph J. Gasior'42 Joseph H. Groberg '70 Richard K. Hooper '56
Lommen D. Eley'32 #Marjorie E. Gelb '70 David A. Grossberg '75 #Robert B. Hopkins '73
Patrick J. Ellingsworth '74 Laura Gerard '77 Steven A. Grossman '71 Allen D. Horwich'69
Alfred Elliot'69 Robert H. Gerstein '59 A. Eugene Grossmann, Jr. Scott W. Hovey '25
David W. Ellis '67 #Irving Geslewitz '76 '40 John C. Howard '35
Frank Ellsworth George William Gessler'63 Brimson Grow '34 Kenneth Howell '59
William B. Elson, Jr. '35 Getty Oil Company Mark Edward Grummer John C. Hoyle '67
William R. '37 and Elaine Byron M. Getzoff '35 '76 Mont P. Hoyt'68
Emery'37 Mildred A. Giese '49 Alden Guild '57 Frank B. Hubachek, Jr. '49
Maurice Stanley Emmer #Scott D. '79 and Sherry W. #Philip S. Guistolise '73 Edwin E. Huddleson III
'78 Gilbert'78 #Philip A. Haber '70
Robert E. English '33 #Laura Ann Ginger '79 #Harlan & Mary Hagman Harold W. Huff '36
Albert A. Epstein '35 Lewis R. Ginsberg '56 #Christopher Keith Hall '78 #Roger Martin Huff '76
Bernard Epstein '29 Douglas H. Ginsburg '73 Richard D. Hall '39 Harold A. Hughes '30
Samuel B. Epstein'15 Marvin Gitler '63 Patrick D. Halligan '68 Joel Michael Hurwitz '76
Esmark, Inc., Foundation #Mary Ann Glendon '61 Bryce L. Hamilton '28 Leland E. Hutchinson '73
#Jerome L. Ettleson #Glenmore Distilleries #Celeste M. Hammond '68 William T. Huyck '63
Warren P. Eustis '53 Company Lynndon M. Hancock '26 Michael I. Igoe '56
John P. Falk '68 Robert D. Glick'60 Edward T. Hand '74 I.N.A. Foundation
Federal National Richard J. Goetsch'67 William S. Haney'64 International Paper
Mortgage Association Raymond Goetz '50 Norman J. Hanfling '59 Company
Terry Y. Feiertag , 66 Joseph H. Golant '65 William S. Hanley'64 Spencer Irons'40
Bruce S. Feldacker '65 #Nan McCollough Gold '76 Julian R. Hansen '52 Jerald E. Jackson'49
August H. Fellheimer '31 FredA. Goldberg'31 Ronald W. Hanson '75 Christopher Jacobs '67
John M. Felzan '77 #Jerold H. Goldberg '73 Robert H. Harlan'42 Marian S. Jacobson '72
It Steven J. Fiffer '76 #Louis B. Goldberg '30 Barbara J. Harris Samuel L. Jacobson '32
Richard I. Fine'64 Lyn L. Goldberg '66 Micalyn Harris '66 Bryan Haskell Jacques '32
Firestone Tire and Rubber Edwin H. Goldberger '50 Richard M. Harter '61 Harris S. Jaffe '67
Company Larry Marc Goldin '79 John Hartford Foundation MaynardJ. Jaffe '51
Henry D. Fisher '32 #Mitchell Dean Goldsmith Hartman, Schlesinger, David L. James '60
#Steven L. Fisher '73 '78 Schlosser & Paxon Donald L. Janis'61
Walter T. Fisher' 17 Susan Goldsmith Samuel R. Hassen '34 David Allen Jenkins '78
#Abraham Fisherman Zalmon Goldsmith '38 Byron T. Hawkins '50 Raymond A. Jensen'50
Arnold M. Flamm '50 E. Ernest Goldstein '43 Howard G. Hawkins '41 Gerhardt S. Jersild '31
David K. Floyd'60 John W. Golosinec '30 J. William Hayton '50 Thomas N. Jersild '61
Sherman D. Fogel '65 James C. Goodale '58 [ohnnine Brown Hazard Johnson & Johnson
C. Fong Ernest B. Goodman '57 '77 Arber Johnson'40
Ford Motor Company Goodyear Tire & Rubber Margaret A. Hedden '70 Earl Johnson, Jr. '60
Fund Company Philip H. Hedges'58 Phillip Johnson '65
William L. Foreman '56 It Charles P. Gordon'67 Walter Hellerstein '70 Robert T. Johnson, Jr. '69
Harry H. Fortes '35 Everett L. Gordon '31 Ronald B. Hemstad '60 It John T. Jones '30
George G. Fox '25 Michael Gordon'65 Harold L. Henderson'64 Russell Jones '74
Jacob L. Fox'47 Phillip Gordon'69 George L. Herbolsheimer Jack Joseph '52
Richard T. Franch '67 Gerald R. Gorman '26 '35 David}. Joyce '66
Deborah C. '72 and James Government Employees Hercules, Inc. John Jubinsky '59
C. Franczek, Jr. '71 Insurance Company #Raymond P. Herman '73 Thomas H. Kabaker '64
Franklin Mint Corporation Elmer Grage'53 Morris Paul Hershman '76 Harold I. Kahen '40
Merrill A. Freed'53 James J. Granby'63 Stephen Herson'67 Elizabeth Kalven
Michael J. Freed'62 Haldon K. Grant '61 #Ednabella H. Hertz '30 Malcolm S. Kamin '64
Donald Frenzen '58 #Robert N. Grant Heublein Foundation #Arnold Kanter
George S. Freudenthal, Jr. Humen S. Gratch '28 #MarkJ. Heyrman '77 Alan N. Kaplan'71
'32 Jeffrey L. Grausam '68 Bernard S. Kaplan '50
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Joel H. Kaplan '69 #H. Douglas Laycock '73 Paul E. Mathias '27 Emory S. Naylor, Jr.
Sidney Kaplan'64 Carl B. Lee '71 Arthur C. Mayer'48 Richard Charles Nehls '76... Sidney Z. Karasik '39 Laurence R. Lee '51 Frank D. Mayer, Jr. '59 Robert E. Neiman
Peter P. Karasz ' 65 t Walter V. Leen '34 Lucinda McConathy '74 ... Mitchell Jay Nelson '73
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Robert L. Doan Bruce D. Patner Donald W. Glaves1957 Alfred J. Gemma William W. Sadd David B. GoshienJohnM. Alex Robert H. Gerstein Jan M. Schlesinger Charles H. GustafsonRonald J. Aronberg Kenneth S. Haberman ... Richard Harris
Richard J. Berryman Norman J. Hanfling
Paul Schreiber, Jr.
William M. HeganRichard H. SiegelMiriam L. Chesslin David C. Holloman John A. Spanogle, Jr.
David Craig HilliardRobert C. Claus Kenneth Howell
Harvey B. Stephens John C. HudsonKenneth W. Dam Thomas W. Huber Ross P. Walker Martin JacobsonJohn D. Donlevy John Jubinsky Arthur Winoker Justin Morris JohnsonJoseph DuCoeur Herma Hill Kay Edward E. Yalowitz Arnold J. KarzovWilliam H. Dunn Darrell D. Kellogg Axel KleiboemerC. Curtis Everett L. Hugh Kemp
Morton H. Zalutsky Anne E. Kutak
Herbert P. Feibelman, Jr. Sinclair Kossoff
1961 William C. LeeBarbara V. Fried Frederic S. Lane Charles L. B. Litzen
Ernest B. Goodman Hans G. Leser
Roland Adickes
Richard L. Marcus
Robert M. Green Mark S. Lieberman
Robert C. Bills, Jr. Fred A. Mauck
Alden Guild Robert J. Martineau George
P. Blake
Sheldon M. Meizlish
Michael L. Igoe Frank D. Mayer, Jr.
Richard F. Braude
Morrie Much
Newell N. Jenkins Melvin S. Newman Lorens Q. Brynestad Frank F. Ober
Daniel E. Johnson Pauline Nightingale Craig
E. Castle
Robert W. OgrenJames C. ConnerHoward G. Krane William H. Nightingale William S. Easton William G. PfefferkornPeter D. Lederer Carter David Peebles Louis E. Rosen
Louis V. Mangrum William P. Richmond Donald E. Egan David M. Rothman
Robert N. Navratil Eric S. Rosenfeld
Lawrence H. Eiger Dale L. Schlafer
Dallin H. Oaks Edward Sack
Roberta J. Evans Frank L. Schneider
Sidney L. Rosenfeld George L. Saunders, Jr.
Kenneth L. Gillis
Louis L. Selby#Mary Ann GlendonHarold Y. Shintaku Richard J. Schreiber Haldon K. Grant
... Gerald J. Sherman
Peter K. Sivaslian Gloria P. Senftner Richard M. Harter
Howard J. Silverstone
Payton Smith George W. Unverzagt Paul H. Hauge
Robert I. Starr
#Harry B. Sondheim Stanley Wanger Henry H. Stern, Jr.Frederick A. Yonkman Robert H. Wier Donald L. Janis Stephen E. TallentThomas N. Jersild William B. Weidenaar1958 1960 Charles E. Kopman Bernard WiczerC. John Amstutz #Peter Achermann Richard Langerman L. A. Wollan, Jr.Charles Roger Andrews Neil Adelman Chester H. Lopez Robert A. WoodfordJames E. Beaver Stuart A. Applebaum Donald A. Mackay Ralph G. WrobleyJerome B. Bohman David R. Babb Laurence P. Nathan
Joel YohalemCharles R. Brainard David M. Becker Michael Nussbaum
Richard W. Burke Roger H. Bernhardt Richard N. Ogle 1963
E. Gene Crain Lawrence M. Cohen A. Lauriston Parks Alexander C. Allison
Charles F. Custer John K. Connor S. Richard Pincus Quinn E. Benson
Allen C. Engerman Gary L. Cowan Stephen A. Schiller John D. Bolger, Jr.
Ward Farnsworth Edward J. Cunningham Thomas D. Schwartz George F. Bruder
Donald Frenzen William P. Doherty, Jr. Larry P. Scriggins Joseph B. Cicero
Francis J. Gerlits Edward K. Eberhart Carl H. Shuster Ronald S. Cope
James c. Goodale David K. Floyd Arthur M. Solomon David L. Crabb
Donald M. Green Robert Fuchs Lois Adelman Solomon Stewart H. Diamond
Philip H. Hedges Robert D. Glick G. Gerhard Stoll Robert U. Dini
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Paul ]. Galanti Robert E. McKee
* Michael B. Lavinsky Patricia Horan Latham
Sheldon M. Gisser Laurel J. McKee AlanM. Levy Roger Levin
Marvin Gitler JamesJ. Mc�amara Merle W. Loper Neil M. Levy
Burton Earl Glazov Allen J. �elson Thomas A. McSweeny Alfred R. Lipton
James J. Granby Kenneth B. Newman David B. Midgley David C. Long
Jack W. Greene Alan R. Orschel Peter J. Mone Lawrence G. Martin
Thomas M. Haney Gerald M. Penner Thomas D. Morgan Thomas H. McCracken
William T. Huyck David L. Porter Stuart C. Nathan Donald L. McGee
Noel Kaplan Stuart G. Rosen Thomas E. Nelson Peter J. Messitte
RexE. Lee Thomas A. Ross Mitchell Jay Newdelman Mark R. Ordower
Robert M. Leone David B. Sarver Kenneth P. Norwick Richard E. Poole
George W. Liebmann Frederick R. Schneider David C. Nyberg Jeffrey C. Rappin
Robert A. Lindgren Robert L. Seaver Daniel R. Pascale Peter E. Riddle
Thomas M. Mansager Mitchell S. Shapiro Jeffrey S. Ross Walter J. Robinson III
Michael J. Marks William L. Sharp John A. Rossmeissl Peter B. Rotch
James C. Marlas Martin P. Sherman John L. Runft Marc P. Samuelson
Arthur R. Matthews, Jr. Donald S. Shire Bernard Schlifke Bruce H. Schoumacher
Allan B. McKittrick Stephen M. Slavin Mary Schroeder Michael L. Shakman
Lee B. McTurnan Zev Steiger Milton Schroeder Ralph D. Stern
Frederick A. Muller Peter Thauer #Lloyd E. Shefsky David S. Tatel
John E. Nelson Curtis L. Turner Michael Cousins Donald M. Thompson
William P. O'Keefe, Jr. Michael R. Turoff Silberberg #Stephen M. Turner
Russell M. Pelton, Jr. Robert J. Vollen Dale V. Springer Voyle C. Wilson
Charles B. Persell Martin Wald Howard E. Vaill Frank H. Wohl
J. Timothy Ritchie Robert A. Weninger John L. Weinberg Michael A. Zimmerman
Donald Segal Michael G. Wolfson Thomas G. West 1967
Lawrence D. Spungin Peter B. Work Damien Wren * William L. Achenbach
Charles R. Staley 1965 William A. Zolla Donald G. Alexander
Robert E. Stevens Dennis R. Baldwin 1966 C. David Anderson
Dennis J. Tuchler Marvin A. Bauer Anonymous (1) John D. Ashcroft
Robert G. Weber Gordon A. Becker II Stephen L. Babcock Milton M. Barlow
Jack L. Wentz D. Rodney Bluhm George E. Badenoch Jerry M. Barr
1964 W. Donald Boe, Jr. Russell A. Bantham, Jr. John H. Barrow
Terence J. Anderson AndyL. Bond Steve M. Barnett #Jules-Marc Baudel
Gilbert Asher Michael E. Braude Karl R. Barnickol III John R. Beard
Melinda E. Aikins Bass Yung Frank Chiang Steven L. Bashwiner Joel Behr
Artemio C. Baxa Frank Cicero, Jr. #Robert M. Berger Albert C. Bellas
Lawrence G. Becker John T. Conlee Roland E. Brandel John J. Berwanger
Gerald B. Cohn Charles L. Edwards David N. Brown �eal J. Block
Josef D. Cooper William J. Essig
* Donald J. Christl Geoffrey A. Braun
L.JornDakin Bruce S. Feldacker [erry N. Clark Edwin S. Brown
John D. Daniels Gail P. Fels Roger L. Clough John L. Calton
Joseph Darweesh Sherman D. Fogel Robert J. Coleman #George M. Covington
Samayla Dodek Deutch Frank D. Forsythe Lewis Collens Morris Dyner
Robert J. Donnellan Roger R. Fross John C. Cratsley Keith E. Eastin
Frank C. Dunbar III John A. Gale Richard N. Doyle David W. Ellis
John R. Falby, Jr. Joseph H. Golant Michael A. Dunning
* Robert M. Farquharson
Richard 1. Fine Robert J. Goldberg
* Leonard P. Edwards III George P. Felleman
George William Gessler Michael Gordon Terry Y. Feiertag Richard T. Franch
Floyd C. Hale Daniel B. Greenberg Paul F. Gleeson Alvin J. Geske
William S. Hanley Janice c. Griffith Lyn 1. Goldberg Richard A. Goetsch
Harold L. Henderson William Alan Halama Melvin B. Goldberg
* Charles P. Gordon
John D. Hertzer Joel L. Handelman William B. Haley Thomas Gottschalk
George B. Javaras Patrick H. Hardin Micalyn Harris Richard L. Grand-Jean
Kenneth G. Johnson Carl A. Hatch David J. Joyce Stephen Herson
Thomas H. Kabaker Willis E. Higgins Peter R. Kolker Laura Banfield Hoguet
Malcolm S. Kamin Lawrence T. Hoyle, Jr. Elbert J. Kram John C. Hoyle
Sidney Kaplan C. Richard Johnson Henry C. Krasnow James G. Hunter, Jr.
Richard G. Kinney Philip Johnson Duane W. Krohnke Christopher Jacobs
Edmund W. Kitch Peter P. Karasz David C. Landgraf Harris S. Jaffe
Lillian E. Kraemer Daniel P. Kearney RocLyne E. LaPorte Peter M. Kennel
David E. Mason Gerald S. Klein Ronald E. Larson James L. Knoll
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#Howard M. Landa Lee M. Mitchell William A. Silverman Samuel D. Clapper
Michael A. Lerner John E. Morrow Arthur B. Smith, Jr. Lawrence J. Corneck
#Peter J. Levin Harve H. Mossawir, Jr. Milan D. Smith, Jr. #James E. Fearn, Jr.
Robert M. Levin #Gary L. Prior Byron E. Starns, Jr. James C. Franczek, Jr.
Elinor B. Levinson James W. Rankin Stephen A. Tagge Martin J. Freed
Philip A. Mason James G. Reynolds Kenneth R. Talle Michael R. Friedberg
Arthur J. Massolo Richard M. Rieser, Jr. Barron M. Tenny #Michael P. Gardner
Thomas P. Mehnert Lawrence C. Roskin Henry]. Underwood, Jr. Jeffrey S. Goddess
Michael E. Meyer Jan J. Sagett Thomas Unterman #RobertW. Green
Judson H. Miner Joel S. Seidenstein #Gordon G. Waldron Steven A. Grossman
David R. Minge * Deming E. Sherman #Roger K. Warren Joseph C. Hanlon
John W. Mueller Donald L. Shulman Clifford L. Weaver Schuyler K. Henderson
#John E. Mullen David M. Stigler #Howard M. Wilchins Marc R. Isaacson
Charles E. Murphy #Thomas P. Stillman John P. Wilkins Alan N. Kaplan
James I. Myers Laurence N. Strenger Michele O. Williams Steven Z. Kaplan
Robert H. Nichols II * John N. Tierney David C. Wright Stephen K. Kent
* Stanley E. Ornstein Robert E. Van Metre #Peter M. Lauriat
#Gary H. Palm C. Nicholas Vogel 1970 Carl B. Lee
Barry Roberts Heathcote W. Wales Anonymous (1) Adam Mark Lutynski
JohnD. Ruff * William R. Wallin Kenneth L. Adams Neal D. Madden
Steven J. Sacher * Peter Widmer Alfred C. Aman, Jr. Philip R. McLoughlin
Justin M. Schwamm James T. Williams
* Arthur H. Anderson, Jr. James W. Mercer
Samuel I. Shanes 1969
#Sara Jones Bales Robert L. Misner
Michael S. Sigal #UrsW. Benz Theodore H. Nebel#Mark N. Aaronson Paul S. BerchMichael L. Stein Melvin S. Adess Joel S. Newman
Michael F. Sullivan Peter W. Bruce #Andra N. Oakes
Junjiro Tsubota
Frederick W. Axley C. John Buresh #Marianne K. O'BrienLee F. Benton Walter S. Carr#Edward M. Waller, Jr. Joel M. Bernstein JoAnn L. Chandler
#Mark R. T. Pettit, Jr.
Fred B. Wei!
Harvey E. Blitz Michael D. RidbergErica Dolgin Donna P. Saunders1968 #Leland L. Bull Alan ]. Farber Mark L. SilbersackJanet E. Ashcroft Stephen C. Curley Richard S. Frase Tefft W. SmithRichard I. Badger George L. Dawson #Marjorie E. Gelb Gabriel N. SteinbergAnthony H. Barash Hendrik Dejong
William E. Barrows John M. Delehanty
Joseph H. Groberg Mason W. Stephenson
Karl M. Becker Quin A. Denvir Margaret
A. Hedden Geoffrey Stone
Walter Hellerstein Alan D. SugarmanDale E. Beihoffer #RobertN. Dokson George A. Hisert, Jr.Frank N. Bentkover Charles L. Dostal, Jr.
* William R. Sullivan, Jr.
Edwin E. Huddleson III #John L. Swartz* Joseph I. Bentley Gary R. Edidin t Barton IsenbergJoel B. Berger Alfred Elliot #Judith Bernstein TracyPaul F. Jock II * Peter M. Van ZanteRobert F. Berrey J. Eric Engstrom Randolf Jonakait Paul VoegeliWilber H. Boies IV Philip Gordon George G. Martin, Jr.Judith Bonderman Susan A. Henderson Terry A. McIllroy
Hugh S. Wilson
Samuel J. Brakel John E. Hill Shelley McEwan Mercer 1972James P. Carey III Harold C. Hirshman LeeT. Polk
* Anonymous (1)
Geoffrey L. Crooks * Case Hoogendoorn Lawrence E. Rubin Gary D. Babbitt
Paul Falick Allen D. Horwich Robert P. Schmidt #Stephen S. Bowen
John P. Falk Randall M. Jacobs Herbert R. Schulze Michael Braun
Arthur W. Friedman Dennis L. Jarvela Alan F. Segal Joseph J. BroneskyRichard F. Friedman Robert T. Johnson, Jr. Richard A. Skinner [ohn ], Buckley, Jr.
Douglas F. Fuson Joel H. Kaplan #Ronald W. Staudt
* George J. Casson, Jr.
Jeffrey L. Grausam Thomas D. Kitch Paul H. Stepan Michael E. ChubrichPatrick D. Halligan Stephen E. Kitchen Robert J. Stucker David R. Clowers
#Celeste M. Hammond Charles R. Levun John B. Truskowski Harlan M. DellsyMontP. Hoyt Warren E. Mack Francis E. Vergata John A. ErichWarren E. Jones #James T. Madej L. Mark Wine Daniel A. Flores
Antonio M. Laliberte * Robert D. Martin Bernard Zimmerman Howard G. Ervin III
Ann Marie Lousin David B. Paynter Deborah C. Franczek
James E. Mann Thomas Lawrence Ray 1971 David J. Gerber
#Charles A. Marvin James R. Richardson Barry S. Alberts Wilbur A. Glahn
Barbara W. Mather Brent Riggs Rosemary Boyd Avery Don E. Glickman
T. Michael Mather Daniel J. Seifer #Judith S. Bernstein Marian S. Jacobson
Philip R. McKnight William L. Severns #Harold Chesnin Jerald A. Kessler
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Cary Ira Klafter Henry J. Mohrman, Jr. Roy F. Lawrence Gloria Corriols Phares
Jeffrey Kuta ... Mitchell Jay Nelson Arthur Lee Martin Nicholas J. Pritzker
James P. Lansing #Ellen Newcomer Lucinda McConathy #Gregory W. Sample
William P. McLauchlan J. Michael Patterson John A. McLees David Elliott Shipley
J. Kenneth Mangum #Daniel B. Pinkert Raymond M. Mehler
... Richard F. Spooner
Neal S. Millard James C. Pratt Michael Mills Hal N. Swensen
... Donna Marie Murasky George L. Priest Franklin A. Nachman David Steven Tenner
Robert E. Nord Gerald G. Saltarelli Martha Stein Nachman #George Vernon
#Michael W. Payette Marvin B. Schaar Jeffrey A. Parness Robert Francis Weber
Barbara F. Petersen Thomas W. Scharbach William Pentelovitch #Eugene R. Wedoff
Basil M. Petrou #Michael Schatzow #Matthew J. Piers Kenneth S. Weiner
Rebecca Hobat Rawson #Thomas E. Schick Michael Quaas Richard N. Weston
Robert I. Richter Kenneth R. Schmeichel Stephen N. Roberts Edward Eugene Wicks
David M. Rieth Marc P. Seidler Bruce L. Rockwood John Philip Witten
Paul T. Ruttum Morris E. Shelkofsky Richard J. Roddewig GeorgeH. Wu
#H. Michael Semler Darryl O. Solberg Michael A. Rosenhouse 1976
#Robert H. Smith Robert M. Star Glenn Schreiber Joseph LaMar Andrus
Charles H. Tore #Karen L. Tarrant Donald L. Schwartz Frederick Joseph Bailey III
Jeffrey D. Warren JohnJ. Tigert Susan Schwartz Thomas W. Bergdall
#Robert R. Watson Linda Van Winkle Keith E. Secular Alan H. Blankenheimer
1973 Thomas C. Walker Mark L. Shapiro David J. Bradford
Simon H. Aronson Neil S. Weiner #Leonard S. Shifflett Leon M. Bronfin
Mary L. Azcuenaga 1974 Stephen Lee Speicher #John Ernest Brower
Michael F. Baccash F. Gordon Allen III Barry Sullivan Rimas F. Cernius
#Gary H. Baker #Margaret D. Avery Judson
E. Tomlin James Edward Clark
#Robert S. Berger James M. Ball James
S. Whitehead
#George Bartlett Curtis
Steve A. Brand Sheldon I. Banoff #John B. Whiton Holly Caryn Davis
... Roger T. Brice #James E. Bartels
#Susan Anderson Wise ... Daniel A. Edelman
Jean Wegman Burns ... Philip H. Bartels
Neal L. Wolf Lawrence E. Fenster
David L. Calfee #Clinton R. Batterton 1975 ... Steven Jay Fiffer
Ronald G. Carr Frederick W. Bessette David Wood Allen #Thomas M. Fitzpatrick
Ronald A. Cass Keith H. Beyler Virginia L. Aronson ... M. Fred Gants
Rick R. Cogswell James L. Blomstrom #Bonnie Ann Barber #Irving M. Geslewitz
Howard Allen Cohen Joseph D. Bolton #Jayne W. Barnard Robert Charles Glustrom
Rand L. Cook Kathleen Wilson Bratton Peter M. Barnett #Nan McCollough Gold
Christopher C. DeMuth Richard J. Bronstein #Patrick B. Bauer Barry L. Goldin
Frank H. Easterbrook ... Stephen R. Buchenroth Lee K. Boocker Mary Patricia Grear
Edna Selan Epstein John Michael Clear #Sidney B. Chesnin David Roy Greenbaum
#Steven L. Fisher Michael G. Cleveland Thomas Amor Cole Mark Edward Grummer
Wilson P. Funkhouser John R. Crossan Eugene Joseph Corney Morris Paul Hershman
Douglas H. Ginsburg R. F. Dallmeyer #John J. Corlew III #Roger Martin Huff
#Jerold H. Goldberg #Nathan H. Dardick Richard Conner Joel Michael Hurwitz
Matthew B. Gorson #Beth Boosalis Davis Anne E. Dewey #Charles H. Kennedy
#Philip S. Guistolise Geoffrey G. Dellenbaugh Jay M. Feinman Anne Giddings Kimball
Steven Lee Harris Darrell L. DeMoss Walter C. Greenough Christopher Miller Klein
#Raymond P. Herman #John P. Duncan David A. Grossberg #George L. Kovac
Thomas C. Hill Patrick J. Ellingsworth Ronald W. Hanson Bruce C. Levine
Irene S. Holmes H. Anderson Ellsworth Peter W. Hohenhaus #Donald J. Liebentritt
Oliver L. Holmes, Jr. Norden S. Gilbert Susan Kay Jackson Mitchell Jay Lindauer
#Robert B. Hopkins Howard H. Greengard #John J. Jacobsen, Jr. Richard M. Lirtzman
Richard P. Horn Edward T. Hand Jonathan Kahn Joseph Deyo Mathewson
Leland E. Hutchinson #Steven E. M. Hartz Larry S. Kaplan #Larry Hanly McMillin
Kirk B. Johnson Michael R. Hassan Ruth Edna Klarman #Jack Steven Meyer
Peggy L. Kerr #Ellen Higgins Charles H. Koch, Jr. Alison W. Miller
Peter Kontio John A. Hubbuch Leslie Lawrence Larson Joseph Allan Morris
... Douglas M. Kraus Ted R. Jadwin Jeffrey Paul Lennard #Samuel S. Mullin
Lawrence C. Kuperman Russell Jones William Frederick Lloyd Richard Stewart Murray
#H. Douglas Laycock Arthur G. Kidman #Christine M. Luzzie #Richard Charles Nehls
Delos N. Lutton #John M. Kimpel Robert B. Millner Michele L. Odorizzi
Bruce R. MacLeod �Keith A. Klopfenstein, Jr. #David Edward Morgans Thomas J. Pritzker
Richard P. Matthews Robert G. Krupka Henry M. Ordower Edward James Roche, Jr.
Timothy V. McGree #Alexandra M. Kwoka Hugh Marks Patinkin Mark Richard Rosenbaum
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#Joseph Schuman George S. Rosie Martha Kaufman Stone Suzanna Sherry
Sherry Ann B. Schwartz #Steven A. Rothenberg Leslie Ann Stulberg Michele Eileen Smith
Timothy Shouvlin * Richard M. Schwartz Michael McClure Wilson #Rowe Winston Snider
Rayman L. Solomon #Patricia Slovak 1979
* Frederick Jay Sperling
Steven G. M. Stein Peter H. Ward
Inge Fryklund Badger
* Priscilla Cunningham
* Andrew Robert Stern * Peter L. Wellington Laura Badian Sperling
#Winnifred Fallers Sullivan Carl E. Witschy Brigitte Bell #Benjamin ArringtonMichael James Sweeney Thomas A. Witt Donald J. Bingle Streeter IIIRicki R. Tigert Michael H. Yanowitch #Harold Walter Borkowski #Stephen Bruce Varrick
Roger Dale Turner 1978 * Michael Louis Brody #Richard A. Wolleber
Sally Damon Turner Peter Anthony Beata * Elizabeth Ann Smith
Eric P. Yopes
#Jeffrey D. Uffner #Louis Michael Bell Brown Herbert Lawrence Zarov
* John Arthur Washburn Jeffrey I. Berkowitz * Thomas Francis Bush, Jr. 1980#Alice A. Woodyard Donald Scott Bernstein #John Leonard Carley Fred Morris Acherson#David C. Worrell Rolf Biederbeck #Johnathan Carter Carlson #Craig D. Aronson#Mark C. Zaander * Wendy McAneny #Thomas B. Chandler #Elizabeth Holmes Bassel
1977 Bradburn Grace Allison Clarke Frank James Caracciolo
#John F. Adams Randall Earl Cape #AndrewH. Connor Thomas V. Dulcich
Martin P. Averbuch Peter Richard Chaffetz #Thomas Stephen Dyer Jane L. Ellison
Thomas A. Balmer Doren E. Dessonville #Dennis K. Frick #Glenn M. Engelmann
John R. Block Augustus I. duPont #Scott David Gilbert #Penney Louise Fillmer
Neil S. Braun Maurice Stanley Emmer #Laura Ann Ginger #Linda Ellen Fisher
Richard D. Buik #Richard Lee Fenton Larry Marc Goldin David A. Florman
#Kathleen L. Coles #Francis A. Gallagher Carol Crofoot Hayes #Daniel Gerard Ford
#Sharon Covelman #Sherry Bank Gilbert Michael Barrett Hays #Kathleen Faye Gosselin
John M. Felzan #Mitchell Dean Goldsmith Philip L. Jackson #Jerry John Gumpel
Laura Gerard Richard Anthony Hackett James Richard [anz Lafayette George Harter
Barbara Lou Goering #Christopher Keith Hall Emile Karafiol III
Reed Groethe William Cahill Heffernan Eileen Mary Kennedy Steven Allen Kersten
Johnnine Brown Hazard Edwin John Hughes Michael E. Kerpan, Jr. Clyde M. Left
#Mark J. Heyrman David Allen Jenkins Thomas E. Lanctot Frederick Charles
#Andrew W. Horstman #Daniel David Kaplan Richard Samuel Leaman Lowinger
Anthony J. M. Kiselis Lance Edmund Lindblom Michael J. Letchinger #Susan Elizabeth Murphy
Richard M. Lipton Marjorie Press Lindblom Nancy Ann Lieberman Eric Ostrov
John E. Lopatka #James Robert Looman David Keith Lindgren Marc William Rappel
Mark C. Mamolen Elaine Massock Wayne Luepker #Elizabeth Samuels
#Robert M. Mark #Portig D. Morrison Elizabeth Christine #Arthur E. Schmidt
#Diantha McJilton #Morton J. Newburgh Madsen Steven Gary Schulman
#David R. Melton Clifford Owen Paepke Michael W. McConnell #Hermia Anita Shegog
#Michael C. Miller #Claire E. Pensyl William John McKenna, Barry Christian Skovgaard
#NellMinow Barbara Pokart Jr. #Mitchell H. Stabbe
Deborah Holden Morris #Martha Ratnoff Jacques Kenneth Meguire Susan Christine Towne
Stephen F. O'Byrne Andrew M. Rosenfield #Jerome B. Meites Garth D. Wilson
James D. Parsons Debra Elizabeth Sadow RogerOrf Marc Owen Wolinsky
#RebeccaJ. Patten Greg Harold Schlender #Gregory Lee Poppe #George Busey Yntema
Richard W. Renner #Joan Marie Shaughnessy #Randall David Schmidt
#Carol M. Rose Robert Avery Sherwin #Harry H. Schneider, Jr.
Friends #Alexander Grant & American Telephone & #Courtenay Barber, Jr.
Company Telegraph Foundation #Leila Cook BarberThe Law School gratefully Altorfer, Pedesta, * Amoco Foundation, Inc. #Barton Brands, Inc.
acknowledges gifts received Wooland & Company ANRSystems John P. Bartonfrom the following friends #American Distilling Arthur Anderson #BCI Beverage Control,in 1980:
Company Foundation Inc.
Anonymous (7) #American National Bank Atlantic Richfield * Bell, Boyd & Lloyd
Mr. and Mrs. Charles & Trust Company of Foundation Bell Federal Savings &
Aaron Chicago Foundation Baker & McKenzie Loan Association
#S. J. Adelman American Natural Wallace R. Baker Bell Laboratories
* Alexander & Baldwin, Inc. Services Ball Corporation Louis Bernat
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#Beverage Sales Company, Esmark Inc. Foundation The Alex Hillman Family #Lexecon Inc.
Inc. #John A. Ettinger Foundation Leon M. Liddell
#Frank S. Block #Jerome L. Ettleson #Harold C. Hirshman #MitchellJ. Lindauer
#L. Kean Block Faegre & Benson #Kenneth Hoch Lirtzman & Nehls
Boeing Foundation #Farmers Group, Inc. #James F. Holderman Mrs. Jack Loeb
Borg-Warner Foundation, Federal National #Mitchell L. Hollins #Donald G. Lubin
Inc. Mortgage Association #Estate of Joseph Homan Jo Desha Lucas
#Rose Mary Bradley Feiwell, Galper & Laskey INA Foundation #Marathon Oil Foundation,
#Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Brauch Ltd. #Interlake Foundation Inc.
Coleman Brese #Elaine Fiffer International Minerals #Geraldine McCaslin
Bristol-Meyers Company #Sheldon Fink and Chemical McDonald's Corporation
Vesta Burch Firestone Tire and Rubber Corporation Carl McGowan
#Gerhard Casper Company International Paper #MarkF. Mehlman
Certain-Teed Products First Boston Foundation Company Jean S. Meltzer
Corporation First National Bank of International Telephone & Midas International
Hammond E. Chaffetz Chicago Foundation Telegraph Corporation Corporation
Chemical Bank #Estate of Margaret w. LU. International #Milan Partners of Baker &
Chesapeake & Potomac Fisher Management McKenzie
Telephone Company #Abraham Fishman Corporation #Paul Miller
#Chicago Bar Foundation #Flair Communication Albert E. Jenner, Jr. Mobil Foundation
#Chicago Community Agency Jewel Foundation Monsanto Foundation
Trust #FMC Foundation #The Jewish Students Helen D. Moorman
#Chicago Title and Trust C. Fong Scholarship Fund, Inc. #Glen S. Morris
Citibank N. A. Ford Motor Company Richard S. E. Johns Norval Morris
#Edna McConnell Clark Franklin Mint Corporation Johnson & Johnson Morrison & Foerester
Foundation Jeffrey L. Fried #Robert C. Johnson Margo Moss
II- Cleary, Gottlieb, Steen & #Fritz Thyssen Stiftung Elizabeth Kalven #KurtNaef
Hamilton Gustav Gants #Ann L. Kamsky National Can Corporation
The Norman Cohn Family #General Electric #Arnold Kanter National Life Insurance
Foundation Foundation Charles R. Kaufman Company Charitable
#Council on Legal II- General Motors #AnnKeene Trust
Education for Foundation Keck, Mahin & Cate Emory S. Naylor, Jr.
Professional #Mr. and Mrs. Oscar #Louis C. Keiler Phil C. Neal
Responsibility Gerber #Peter Kellerhals Stephen C. Neal
II- Covington & Burling Getty Oil Company #Elaine and Samuel Robert E. Neiman
#Gertrude Cowan #Glenmore Distilleries Kersten, Jr. #Dennis Newman
Cox, Castle & Nicholson Company #Gertrude Kestnbaum #EliA. Nierman
Cravath, Swain & Moore #John T. and Josephine B. Robert E. Kiefer Foundation
Valborg Crossland Golding Spencer Kimball Northern Gas Company
#D'Acona, Pflaum, Wyatt Susan Goldsmith Kimberly-Clark Northern Trust Company
& Risking #Norman R. Goldstein Foundation, Inc. Northwest
#Anne L. Damsky #Gertrude Weiss Goodwin #Kirkland & Ellis Bancorporation
Davis, Polk & Wardwell Goodyear Tire and Rubber Laurenine Knight Northwestern Mutual Life
Mr. and Mrs. RobertT. Company #Fred C. Koch Foundation Insurance Company
Dawson Government Employees Howard Korengold #Eugene Oberdorfer II
John Deere Foundation Insurance Company Krasberg Corporation #Eric A. Oesterle
Aaron Director #Robert N. Grant #Paul L. Kraus II- O'Melveny & Meyers
Domestic Petroleum Eleanor S. Grossman II- Milton and Rosemary Mr. and Mrs. James K.
Council #Philip A. Haber Krensky Oppenheimer
R. R. Donnelley & Sons William N. Haddad Estate of David L. Krooth Owens-Corning Fiberglas
Company #Harlan and Mary Hagman #Philip Kurland Corporation
Dow Chemical Company #Wayne R. Hannah, Jr. William M. Landes #Anna H. Padgett
Robert T. Drake Barbara J. Hams #Edward Lembitz #Pfizer Foundation Inc.
Dreyer & Traub John Hartford Foundation Levenfeld, Eisenberg, #Earl E. Pollack
Dun & Bradstreet Hartman, Schlesinger, Janger, Glassberg & Pope, Ballard, Shepard &
Corporation Foundation Schlosser & Faxon Lippitz Fowle
#Anne C. and Allison #Florence G. Heller #Marc Levenstein Richard and Charlotte
Dunham Foundation JohnG. Levi P-osner
#Syd Dunn Hercules, Inc. #Bernys S. Nierman Levin Price Waterhouse
Frank Ellsworth The Hershey Fund Charles L. Levin Foundation
#Equitable Life Assurance Heublein Foundation Charles and Ruth Levy Louise K. Prins
Society of the United Frederick and Irene Louis and Theresa Levy Quaker Oats Foundation
States Hickman #Julius Lewis Mrs. Edward M. Quinn
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#A. Rache SCM Foundation #Standard Liquor Upjohn Company
#Merrick Scott Rayle Joseph E. Seagrams & Corporation #Vedder, Price, Kaufman &
James T. Rhind Sons, Inc. Standard Oil Company of Kammholtz
#Richland Wholesale G. D. Searle & Company Ohio Barbara F. Wald
Liquor, Inc. Herschel and Ruth Seder Justin A. Stanley Wald, Harkrader & Ross
#Alan P. Richmond #Harold D. Shapiro #State Farm Companies #Philip F. Warwick
#MarkRosen #Howard K. Shapiro Foundation Mrs. Herbert Watt, Jr.
Betsy Bergman Rosenfield Sherburn, Powers, & John N. Stern Western Electric
#Albert J. Rosenthal Needham #Frank J. Stola Foundation
Edward I. Rothchild Sidley & Austin #Errol Stone Westinghouse
Saint Louis Union Trust Anna Lise Sijthoff-Stray Harold and Theresa Educational Foundation
Company #Alan H. Silberman Sussman Weyhaeuser Company
#Janet L. Samuels ,. Skadden, Arps, Slate, Irvin and Ruth Swatzberg Foundation
#Laurence R. Samuels Meagher &: Flom #Daniel R. Sweet Derrick J. Widmer
#PaulSang #Arthur L. Smith Memorial #Steven W. Swibel Willeo Foundation, Inc.
#Sarah Scaife Foundation, Trust #Wilson K. Talley Wilmer, Cutler &
Inc. Gordon H. Smith Towers, Perrin, Forster & Pickering
#Fay Horton Sawyier Sonnenschein, Carlin, Crosby, Inc. Arnold and Ann Wolff
#Eric M. Schiller Nath, & Rosenthal Andre Tung Fran Wollack
#Donald M. Schindel #Southern Wine & Spirits, Henry J. Underwood, Jr. #Woods Charitable Fund,
#Guenther Inc. #United Distributors, Inc. Inc.
Schmidt-Weyland Edward Speiser U.S. Air Arthur Young Foundation
Science Research Standard Brands, Inc. United Technologies Hans Zeisel
Associates #UNR Industries, Inc.
Law Firm
Matching Gifts
In recent years, a growing
number of law firms have
established matching gift
programs. The terms of the
matching gift programs
vary from one law firm to
another, but usually a law
firm will match the gift of an
associate, and increasingly
also of a partner, to a law
school. Frequently law
firms establish minimum
Law Firm Gifts
The Law School gratefully
acknowledges gifts received
from the following law
firms in 1980:
Altorfer, Pedesta &
Woodlard
Corporation
Matching Gifts
Matching gift programs
have been instituted in over
and maximum amounts
which they will match.
Matching gifts have be­
come increasingly impor­
tant to the Fund for the Law
School. Alumni who are in a
position to designate match­
ing gifts to the Law School
are urged to secure the
proper forms to send to the
Fund when making their
gifts.
Matching gifts are
counted as gifts from alum­
ni when the gift categories
of alumni are determined
for the Honor Roll.
Baker & McKenzie
D'Ancona, Pflaum, Wyatt &
Riskind
Dreyer & Traub
Feiwell, Galper & Lasky,
Ltd.
500 businesses and corpora­
tions and are an integral
part of corporate philan­
thropy. The following cor­
porations and businesses
The Law School gratefully
acknowledges matching
gifts from the following law
firms in 1980:
Alexander & Baldwin
Bell, Boyd & Lloyd
Cleary, Gottlieb, Steen &
Hamilton
Covington & Burling
Cox, Castle & Nicholson
Cravath, Swain & Moore
Davis, Polk & Wardwell
Faegre & Benson
Hartman, Schlesinger,
Schlosser & Faxon
Hartman, Schlesinger,
Schlosser & Faxon
Kirkland & Ellis
Levenfeld, Eisenberg,
Janger, Glassberg &
Lippitz
made matching contribu­
tions designated for the
Law School in 1980:
Alexander Grant &
Company
Keck, Mahin & Cate
Kirkland & Ellis
Morrison & Foerester
O'Melveny & Meyers
Sidley & Austin
Skadden, Arops, Slate,
Meagher & Flom
Sonnenschein, Carlin, Nath
& Rosenthal
Towers, Perrin, Forster &
Crosby
Vedder, Price, Kaufman &
Kammholz
Wald, Hardkrader & Ross
Wilmer, Cutler & Pickering
Lirtzman & Nehls
O'Melveny & Meyers
Pope, Ballard, Shepard &
Fowle
Sherburn, Powers &
Needham
American National Service
Company
American Telephone and
Telegraph Company
Amoco Foundation
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The Clinical Legal
Education Fund
Gifts from alumni and
friends enabled the Mandel
Legal Aid Clinic to meet the
terms of a challenge grant
from the Council on Legal
Education for Professional
Responsibility (CLEPR).
Fellows ($500.00 and above)
Anonymous (1)
Amoco Foundation Inc.
Stephen S. Bowen'72 and
Ellen C. Newcomer, '73
Chicago Community Trust
Council on Legal Education
for Professional
Responsibility
Covington & Burling
Robert M. Farquharson '67
FMC Foundation
Florence G. Heller
Foundation
Kirkland & Ellis
Robert McDougal, Jr. '29
The Northern Trust
Company
Gary H. Palm '67
Howard K. Shapiro
Karen L. Tarrant '73
John N. Tierney'68
Supporters ($250.00 to
$499.99)
Gary Baker '73
Daniel Edelman '76
Laura Ginger '79
John M. Kimpel '74
Douglas Laycock '73
Robert D. Martin'69
David Melton '77
Gary L. Prior'68
Robert R. Watson'72
Sustaining Members
($100.00 to $249.99)
Anonymous (2)
Mark Aaronson'69
Sara Joan Bales '70
Bonnie A. Barber '75
James E. Bartels '74
Clinton R. Batterton '74
Patrick Bartholomew Bauer
'75 and Christine M.
Luzzie '75
Brigitte S. Bell '79
Louis Michael Bell '78
Wendy McAneny Bradburn
'78
MichaelL. Brody'79
John Ernest Brower '76 and
Ellen Higgins '74
Elizabeth Smith Brown '79
John Leonard Carley '79
Jonathan c. Carlson '79
Thomas B. Chandler '79
Frederick F. Cohn'62
Kathleen L. Coles'77
Andrew H. Connor '79
John C. Cratsley'66
George Bartlett Curtis '76
Beth Boosalis Davis '74
Steven Fisher '73
Dennis K. Frick '79
Irving M. Geslewitz '76
Scott D. Gilbert '79 and
Sherry W. Gilbert '78
Nan McColough Gold '76
Jerold H. Goldberg '73
Mitchell Dean Goldsmith
'78
Robert W. Green '71
Philip S. Guistolise '73
Christopher K. Hall '78
Mark J. Heyrman '77
Case Hoogenboorn '69
Robert Hopkins '73
Robert M. Huff '76
George L. Kovac '76
Alexandra M. Kwoka '74
Donald J. Liebentritt '76
James R. Looman '78
Robert D. Martin'69
Diantha McJilton '77
Michael C. Miller '77
Mitchell Jay Nelson '73
O'Melveny & Meyers
Richard Orlikoff '49
Stanley Ornstein '67
Michael W. Payette '72
Claire E. Pensyl '78
Matthew J. Piers '74
Gregory Poppe '79
Carol M. Rose '77
Randall David Schmidt '79
Joan Marie Shaughnessy '78
Leonard S. Shifflett '74
Patricia Slovak '77
Arthur Smith Memorial
Trust
Rowe Wilson Snider '79
Thomas P. Stillman'68
Steven B. Varick '79
George Vernon '75
Edward M. Waller, Jr. '67
Roger K. Warren'69
Peter L. Wellington '77
John B. Whiton '74
George B. Yntema '80
Mark O. Zaander '76
ANRSystems Equitable Life Assurance International Telephone Peat, Marwick, Mitchell
Arthur Anderson Society of the United and Telegraph Foundation
Foundation States Corporation Price Waterhouse
Atlantic Richfield Esmark, Inc., Foundation I. U. International Foundation
Foundation Federal National Mortgage Management Corporation Prudential Foundation
Ball Corporation Association Jewel Foundation Quaker Oats Foundation
Bell Federal Savings and Firestone Tire and Rubber Johnson and Johnson Saint Louis Union Trust
Loan Association Company Kimberly-Clark Company
Bell Laboratories First Boston Foundation Foundation, Inc. Science Research
Boeing Foundation First National Bank of Krasberg Corporation Association, Inc.
Borg-Warner Foundation Chicago Foundation Manufacturers Hanover SCM Corporation
Bristol-Meyers Fund FMC Foundation Trust Company Joseph S. Seagram and
Century-Weavers Ford Motor Company McDonald's Corporation Sons, Inc.
Foundation Franklin Mint Corporation Milton Kepecs Foundation G. D. Searle and Company
Certain-Teed Products General Electric Foundation Mobil Foundation Standard Brands, Inc.
Corporation Getty Oil Company Monsanto Foundation Standard Oil Company of
Chemical Bank Goodyear Tire and Rubber National Can Corporation Ohio
Chesapeake and Potomac Company National Life Insurance Union Pacific Corporation
Telephone Company Government Employees Company Charitable United Technologies
Chicago Title and Trust Insurance Corporation Trust Upjohn Company
Company Hercules, Inc. Northern Illinois Gas U.S. Air
Citibank, N.A. The Hershey Fund Company Western Electric Fund
John Deere Foundation Heublein Foundation, Inc. Northern Trust Company Westinghouse Educational
Domestic Petroleum Household Finance Northwest Bancorporation Foundation
Council Corporation Northwestern Mutual Life Weyerhauser Company
R. R. Donnelley and Sons INA Foundation Insurance Company Foundation
Company International Minerals and Owens-Corning Fiberglass Willeo Foundation
Dow Chemical Company Chemical Corporation Corporation Arthur Young Foundation
Dun and Bradstreet International Paper
Corporation Foundation Company Foundation
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Members (to $99.00) Thomas Stephen Dyer '79 Jerome B. Meites '79 H. Michael Semler '72
Anonymous (1) Glenn M. Engelmann '80 Jack S. Meyer '76 Hermia A. Shegog '80
John F. Adams '77 James E. Fearn, Jr. '71 Nell Minow '77 Deming E. Sherman '68
Arthur H. Anderson, Jr. '70 Richard L. Fenton '78 David E. Morgans '75 Robert H. Smith '72
Craig Aronson '80 Penney L. Fillmer '80 Deborah H. Morris '77 Frederick J. Sperling '79
Margaret D. Avery '74 Linda Fisher '80 Glenn S. Morris Priscilla C. Sperling '79
Jayne W. Barnard '75 Daniel A. Flores '72 Portia O. Morrison '78 Richard F. Spooner '75
Philip H. Bartels '74 Daniel G. Ford '80 Samuel S. Mullin '76 Mitchell H. Stabbe '80
Elizabeth Bassel '80 Frances A. Gallagher '78 Susan E. Murphy'80 Ronald W. Staudt '70
Bell, Boyd & Lloyd Milfred A. Gants '76 Richard S. Murray '76 Benjamin A. Streeter III '79
Robert S. Berger '73 Michael P. Gardner'71 Morton J. Newburgh '78 William R. Sullivan, Jr. '71
Mary Ann Bernard '78 Kathlene F. Gosselin '80 Andra N. Oakes '71 Winnifred F. Sullivan '76
Frank S. Bloch Jerry Gumpel '80 Marianne O'Brien '71 John L. Swartz '71
Martin F. Bloom'62 Steven E. Mi Hartz '74 Rebecca J. Patten '77 Judith Bernstein Tracy '71
Harold W. Borkowski '79 Andrew W. Horstman '77 Mark R. T. Pettit, Jr. '71 Jeffrey D. Uffner '76
Roger T. Brice '73 [ohn ]. Jacobson, Jr. '75 Daniel B. Pinkert '73 Peter Van Zante '71
Stephen R. Buchenroth '74 Daniel D. Kaplan '78 Martha Ratnoff '78 Vedder, Price, Kaufman &
Thomas F. Bush, Jr. '79 Charles H. Kennedy'76 Alan P. Richmond Kammholz
David S. Chernoff '62 Douglas M. Kraus '73 Steven Rothenberg '77 George Vernon '75
Harold Chesin '71 Howard M. Landa '67 GregoryW. Sample'75 Gordon G. Waldron '69
Sidney B. Chesnin '75 Peter Lauriat '71 Elizabeth Samuels '80 William R. Wallin '68
Donald J. Christl'66 Peter J. Levin '67 Michael Schatzow '73 John Arthur Washburn '76
John J. Corlew III '75 Mitchell J. Lindauer '76 Thomas E. Schick '73 Susan A. Wise '74
Sharon Covelman '77 Robert M. Mark '77 Arthur E. Schmidt '80 Thomas A. Witt '77
Nathan H. Dardick '74 Robert D. Martin '69 Harry H. Schneider '79 Richard A. Wohlleber '79
Robert Dokson '69 McDonald's Corporation Joseph Schuman '76 Alice A. Woodyard '76
John P. Duncan '74 Larry H. McMillin '76 Richard M. Schwartz, Jr. '77 David C. Worrell'76
Eric P. Yopes '79
Other Restricted Chicago Bar Foundation Charles Satinover '30 Raymond and Nancy
Funds Scholarship Joseph C. Swidler '30 Goodman Feldman FundThe Chicago Bar Bernard W. Witney'30 Raymond G. '45 and Nancy
Foundation Allan M. Wolf '30 Goodman Feldman'46
Law Alumni Edna McConnell Clark William Crosskey Robert S. Fifler Memorial
Scholarship Fund Foundation Grant Lectureship in Legal History Scholarship Fund
t Barton Isenberg '70
Edna McConnell Clark Sidney Z. Karasik '39 Elaine Fiffer
Edgar E. Lungren, Jr. '52 Foundation Steven J. Fiffer '76Allan T. Dunham Memorial Thomas Fitzpatrick '76Joan M. Shaughnessy'78 Class of 1930 Fund Fund M. Fred Gants '76Suzanna Sherry '79 Albert H. Allen '30 Anne C. and Allison Andrew R. Stern '76Harry B. Sondheim '57 Frank C. Bernard '30 Dunham
Stuart B. Bradley'30 Farmers Insurance Group
General Electric Law and
Ann Barber Outstanding James J. Cusack, Jr. '30 Scholarship
Economics Program
Service Award Milton L. Durchslag '30 Farmers Group, Inc.
General Electric Foundation
Courtenay Barber, Jr. Elmer Gertz '30
Leila Cook Barber Louis B. Goldberg '30 George E. Fee Memorial
Albert Gore Scholarship
FundThe Equitable Life Gertrude Weiss Goodwin Fund William B. Wildow'48Assurance Society of the Robert K. Heineman '30 William L. Achenbach '67
United States Ednabell Hertz '30 Joseph I. Bentley'68 Benjamin Z. Gould Fund
John T. and Josephine B. John T. Jones '30 George M. Covington '67 Banjamin Z. Gould '37
Golding Joseph S. Jones '30 Leonard P. Edwards'66
William B. GrahamFrank J. StoIa Alec E. Kollenberg '30 James T. Madej '69
Benjamin Landis '30 The Northern Trust Professorship in Law
Charles Boand Library Fund Paul H. Leffman '30 Company Charitable Anonymous (1)Charles W. Boand '33 Gordon Moffett '30 Trust Leslie Gross Memorial LawPhilip B. Newkirk '30 Gary L. Prior '68 Library FundWilliam Cassels Law George H. O'Brien '30 Howard M. Wilchins '69 Michael B. Lavinsky '65Library Fund Harold A. Olson '30
Edwin H. Cassels '34 Raymond Perlman '30 Edith R. Feldman Memorial Journal of Law and
Harlan and Mary Hagman Fannie N. Perron '30 Fund Economics Program
O'Melveny & Meyers George B. Pidot '30 David H. Feldman '28 Pfizer, Inc.
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Harry Kalven, Jr., Memorial Karl Llewellyn Milan Partners of Baker & Scaife Law and Economics
Fund Professorship in McKenzie Program
Perry Goldberg '60 Jurisprudence John E. Mullen '67 Sarah Scaife Foundation,
Kirkland & Ellis Robert M. Berger'66 Robert L. Norgren '60 Inc.
David L. Ladd '53 Guenter Schmidt-Weyland
Elaine and Samuel Kersten, McDermott, Will and Emery Stephen
M. Turner '66 The Ulysses S. and
Jr., Law Library Fund Library Fund
Peter Widmer'68 Marguerite S. Schwartz
Memorial Fund
Elaine and Samuel Kersten, Anonymous (1) Rheinstein Professorship in John D. Schwartz '50Jr. Ester J. Mohr Memorial Family Law
Loan and Scholarship Fund The Jewish Students David M. Sloan Memorial
Estelle and Archibald Elaine G. Mohr'54 Scholarship Fund, Inc. Fund
Kurland Law Library Fund Leonard G. Nierman Leonard M. Rieser Alfred M. Palfi '51
Milton and Rosemary Endowment Memorial Fund
Krensky Bernys S. Nierman Levin Estate of Margaret W. Daniel C. Smith Fellowship
Philip B. Kurland Eli A. Nierman Foundation Fisher in the Mandel Legal Aid
Clinic
Law and Economics
Rheinstein Comparative Robert B. Roesing Faculty Amoco Foundation, Inc.
Law Library Fund FMC FoundationAssociates Program Anonymous (1) Robert B. Roesing '36 Kirkland & EllisGeneral Motors Foundation Peter Ackermann'60
Interlake Foundation Jules-Marc Baudel '67
The Bernard G. Sang Faculty
Florence and Irving StennMarathon Oil Foundation, FundVrs W. Benz '70 Bernard Sang '35 Loan FundInc. Leland L. Bull'69 Gertrude Cowen
Gerhard Casper
Paul Sang
Law and Economics Library Mary Ann Glendon '61 The Sawyier Fund for Fritz Thyssen Foundation
Fund Franz K. Kellerhals Studies in Jurisprudence Grant
Lexecon Incorporated Charles A. Marvin '68 Fay H. Sawyier Fritz Thyssen Stiftung
Memorial Gifts Glenmore Distilleries t Maurice A. Riskind '24 #Louis C. Keiler
Company Fran Wollack #Edward Lembitz
Norman R. Goldstein t Malcolm P. Sharp #
Marc Levenstein
t Lester S. Abelson '25 Anne L. Kamsky #Julius Lewis
Abelson & Getz Ann Keene #Lloyd
E. Shefsky'65
#Donald G. Lubin
Alexander Grant & Gertrude Kestnbaum t Jerome S. Weiss '30 #MarkF. Mehlman
Company Paul L. Kraus #S. J. Adelman #Paul Miller
American Distilling Fred R. Mardell '58 #Jean Allard'53 #Eric A. Oesterle
Company Eugene Oberdorfer II #Frank C. Bernard '30 #Earl E. Pollack
American National Bank Anna H. Padgett #Thomas Carlin '25 #Merrick Scott Rayle
& Trust Company of A. Rache #Sherman P. Corwin '41 #c. Harker Rhodes '51
Chicago Foundation Richland Wholesale #Sheldon Fink #Laurence R. and Janet L.
Barton Brands Liquors, Inc. #Abraham Fishman Samuels
BCI Beverage Control, Mark Rosen #Gertrude Weiss Goodwin #Eric M. Schiller
Inc. Albert J. Rosenthal #Robert N. Grant #Donald M. Schindel
Beverage Sales Company, Southern Wine & Spirits #Philip A. Haber #Harold D. Shapiro
Inc. Standard Liquor #Wayne R. Hannah, Jr. #Gerald J. Sherman'62
L. Kean Block Corporation #Richard Harris'62 #Alan H. Silberman
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Brauch United Distributors, Inc. #Harold C. Hirshman #Errol Stone
Syd Dunn Philip F. Warwick #Kenneth Hoch #Daniel R. Swett
Flair Communications #James F. Holderman #Steven W. Swibel
Agency #Mitchell L. Hollins #UNR Industries
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar tBarton Isenberg '70 #Robert C. Johnson
t Sidney R. Zatz '35Gerber #Victor Isenberg #Arnold Kanter
#Dreyer & Traub
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A Baseball Buff's Brief Memoir
Bernard Meltzer
I
was a boy in. Philadelphia
in the late
1920s-the glory days of the Phil­
adelphia Athletics. They sparkled
with stars-Lefty Grove, Rube Wal-
berg, Al Simmons, Mickey Cochrane.
In 1929 they went all the way to win
the American League pennant and the
World Series. In second place were
their big rivals, the New York Yan­
kees, with their awesome Murderers'
Row-Babe Ruth, Lou Gehrig, Bob
Meusel, and Tony Lazzeri.
For a time-a very brief time-I had
my personal dreams of baseball glory,
but a weak arm and bat brought me
down to earth. That was also the time
when the members of my gang were
walking encyclopedias of baseball sta­
tistics.
It was a dangerous time; one could
lose face by missing on Rogers Horns­
by's batting averages. With that kind
of information and a newspaper re­
porter's ability to second guess mana­
gers, I mused about becoming a mana­
ger. But reality again intervened, and
so I went to law school and, after a
while, became a law teacher, with a
special interest in labor law and labor
arbitration.
In 1981-a little more than 50 years
after those youthful baseball dreams­
I played a role that involved me with
the real thing. To end the suspense, let
me say that I served as a salary arbitra­
tor for the 1981 season.
You may already know how that
arbitration works. The player gives the
arbitrator one salary figure, and the
Mr. Meltzer is Distinguished Service Pro­
fessor of Law and a 1937 alumnus of the
Law School. These reflections first appeared
in the Chicago Tribune's column "The
Observer," April 19, 1981, when baseball
buffs thought they had a whole season be­
fore them.
team gives him another. The arbitrator
picks one figure or the other-no split­
ting the difference. In addition, the
arbitrator is not to give any reason for
his award and is supposed to keep the
proceedings secret.
"For a time-a very brief
time-I had my personal
dreams of baseball glory,
but a weak arm and bat
brought me down to
earth. "
The one-or-the-other idea-which
in a different context I helped popular­
ize-is, of course, to put pressure on
both parties to be reasonable so as to
I
/
narrow and then eliminate the gap be­
tween them and to avoid the need for
arbitration.
When negotiations don't work out
that way, the arbitrator is on the hot
seat. One side typically thinks that he
has hit a home run, the other that he
has struck out (and broken his bat
while doing so).
I shouldn't and won't tell you what
happened during the hearings. But I
will tell you what happened after I
gave my award. Some reporters said I
was ignorant; others said I was dumb.
I preferred the first batch.
I thought about all this flak and the
fact that, for the first time in my pro­
fessional life, I had been told to state
only my conclusion and to skip any
reasons. I smiled as I realized the posi­
tion that I had somehow achieved. I
had-for one golden moment-be­
come an umpire. •
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Rex et Lex: A Look at Rex E. Lee
"
... if variety is the spice
of life, Rex Lee's life has
been anything but bland."
Dallin H. Oaks and J. Frederic Voros, Jr.
Dallin Oaks (/.0. '57; Law School faculty,
1961-71) was President of Brigham Young
University, 1971-80, and is now Associate
Justice, Utah Supreme Court. Mr. Voros
(J.D., Brigham Young University, 1978)
is his Senior Research Attorney. Rex E. Lee (J.D. '63)
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Rex
E. Lee (J.D. '63) once de­
scribed himself as "a pretty fair
student at a pretty good law
school." With comparable understate­
ment, one might call a tornado a pretty
fair breeze and .410 a pretty good bat­
ting average. In contrast, it is difficult
to overstate the diverse achievements
of Rex Lee.
Born in St. Johns, an Arizona town
of about 1,000, Rex was raised as a de­
vout Mormon, gained fluency in Span­
ish during his 2V2-year missionary ser­
vice in Mexico, and served as student
body president of his undergraduate
alma mater, Brigham Young Universi-
ty.
An engaging speaker with friendly
manner, ready smile, and booming
voice (a standing joke insists that he
needs no telephone for calls within a
mile), Rex cannot go unnoticed. When
Rex's number 1 class standing at Chi­
cago qualified him for a Supreme
Court clerkship, Dallin Oaks accompa­
nied him to Washington to convey the
faculty's strong endorsement to
Oaks's former boss, Earl Warren. A
few weeks later, the chief justice
phoned with the news that Rex had
not gone unnoticed by a fellow
westerner: "Would you feel bad if I
didn't hire your friend, Rex Lee?
Whizzer White wants him."
After his year with Justice White,
Rex practiced for eight years with the
firm of Jennings, Strouss & Salmon in
Phoenix, where he became a partner
after only three years. A powerful
advocate, Rex specialized in appellate
practice, making the first of his now­
numerous arguments before the Unit­
ed States Supreme Court. His com­
munity work in Phoenix included ser­
vice on the boards of the Theodore
Roosevelt Council of the Boy Scouts of
America, the Salvation Army (Arizona
region), the Arizona chapter of the
National Conference of Christians and
Jews, and the Maricopa County Legal
Aid Society.
Rex was lured back to Brigham
Young to be the first dean of the uni-
versity's new J. Reuben Clark Law
School, which opened in 1973.
Although his only previous law
teaching experience was some part­
time teaching at the University of Ari­
zona, BYU leaders were unanimous in
their selection of this brilliant young
Phoenix attorney to chart the course
and assemble the faculty and students
for BYU's important new addition to
legal education.
Predictably, Rex has been a popular
and effective dean. With charismatic
optimism and infectious energy, he
stepped boldly into the classroom,
established himself in the Index to Legal
Periodicals, and led his law school into
the front ranks of legal education. The
same competitive spirit that made him
successful in the courtroom made him
stimulating and on occasion controver­
sial in the classroom. His courses in
constitutional law, antitrust, and
appellate advocacy were among the
most popular at the J. Reuben Clark
Law School. "The most significant dif­
ference between work at the law
school and private practice is the rela- ,
tionship with students," Rex said re­
cently. "There is simply nothing like it
anywhere else." In addition to his
administrative and pedagogical duties,
Rex has also published a variety of arti­
cles and a recent book, A Lawyer Looks
at the Equal Rights Amendment, which
has drawn hearty acclaim and out­
raged criticism from the legal and poli­
tical community.
While BYU's sedentary and somno­
lent souls (including these writers)
lingered over lunch, Rex Lee was out
in the weather setting the pace for
campus runners. A lunchtime 12-mile
round-trip trot from his law school
office at the foot of the Wasatch range
to nearby Utah Lake was only part of
the training that brought his marathon
time below three hours. He has com­
peted in the Boston Marathon in two
recent years. In the strange and hyper­
bolic world of the jogger, Rex's finest
accomplishment as a law school dean
was his initiation of the annual J.
Reuben Clark Law School "Ambu­
lance Chase," a three-mile team com­
petition, complete with horse-drawn
ambulance, pitting the hordes of local
and budding lawyers against their
medical counterparts. When the first
professional across the finish line was
not a physician whose practice was
promoted by these goings-on, it was
likely to be the lean dean. However,
we express no opinion on whether, in
a race between law students and their
dean, the final kick is truly competi­
tive. Dean Lee also sponsored another
running event exclusively for law
faculty and students, the "Race [udica-
ta."
In May 1975, Rex's tenure as dean
was interrupted as be began his 1%­
year service in the Ford administration
as assistant attorney general (civil divi­
sion) under Attorney General Edward
H. Levi. In 1981 President Reagan
appointed him solicitor general of the
United States, a position Rex has
called "the best job in the world for a
lawyer."
Finally, and undoubtedly he would
say most important, Rex Lee is deeply
committed to his family and his
church. In the Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-Day Saints (Mormon), he has
recently served as a stake president, a
lay leadership position with ecclesias­
tical responsibility for approximately
3,000 church members (in this in­
stance, BYU students). He and his
wife Janet (Griffin), married while
both were students at BYU, are the
parents of seven children, ages two to
18. Speaking of his children, he has
said, "I want them to know the value
of eternal things."
In sum, if variety is the spice of life,
Rex Lee's life has been anything but
bland. In family life, sports, academia,
and legal practice, and in government,
community, and religious affairs, he
has given outstanding service. Some
of the old - timers in St. Johns may
be amazed, but five will get you ten
that those who knew him best are
not.
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COMMENT
In a recent Peanuts cartoon Charlie
Brown went to a booth where Lucy
offered "psychiatric help." Lucy asked
Charlie Brown:
Have you ever been on a cruise
ship? Passengers open up these canvas
deck chairs so they can sit in the
sun. . . . Some people place their
chairs facing the rear of the ship so
they can see where they've been. . . .
Other people face their chairs forward .
. . . They want to see where they're
going!
On the cruise ship of life, Charlie
Brown, which way is your deck chair
facing?
Answered Charlie Brown:
I've never been able to get one
unfolded....
At the Law School you have no
choice-whether you are student,
faculty member, or dean you have to
struggle until your deck chair unfolds.
Also, contrary rumors notwithstand­
ing, we have always placed our deck
chairs facing forward.
What does facing forward entail at
the present time? Our foremost task
has been and remains to build the
faculty of the future as well as the
present.
At the Alumni Dinner this year we
honored Sheldon Tefft on the occasion
of the fiftieth anniversary of his
appointment as a regular member of
the faculty. Sheldon served with great
distinction on a faculty that had few
equals. His tenure included the
deanships of Harry Bigelow, Wilber
Katz, Edward Levi, and Phil Neal,
and, of course, his own years as acting
dean. When we look back at the great
teachers of the Law School, we tend to
forget that a great proportion of them
were quite young when they were ini­
tially appointed to this faculty. Shel­
don was still in his twenties when he
arrived at Chicago as a Visiting Profes­
sor.
Comment is devoted to occasional observa­
tions by Gerhard Casper, Dean of the Law
School and William B. Graham Professor of
Law.
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Facing forward with respect to facul­
ty appointments means primarily re­
cruiting the most promising young
faculty we can find and persuade to
join us. The priority must be the long
run. As to this priority-with the ac­
tive support of the University Presi­
dent and the Provost-we have made
great progress, though the task is far
from completed. In a very few years
we have added the following new
faculty: Frank Easterbrook, Lea Bril­
mayer, Dennis Carlton, Joseph Isen­
bergh, Douglas Baird, Diane Wood,
Cass Sunstein, and Thomas Campbell.
For a small faculty such as ours, the
addition of eight regular faculty mem­
bers over a short period of time is a
good sign indeed, even if the net in-
crease is more modest.
r
More important, these new faculty
members-all of them "young"-rep­
resent a diversity of backgrounds as
well as teaching and research in­
terests. One is a graduate of our
school, while the other seven came to
us from Berkeley, Harvard, MIT
(Ph.D. in economics), Stanford, Texas,
and Yale. Three held teaching posi­
tions elsewhere before joining the Law
School faculty, while five came from
private law practice and government
service. Their interests include welfare
law, labor law, tax law, land use, inter­
national trade, constitutional law, pat­
ents and copyright, civil and criminal
procedure, conflict of laws, antitrust
law, economic analysis of law, and
contracts.
Our achievements in recruiting
faculty are all the more remarkable be­
cause the prevailing market conditions
continue to be very unfavorable to the
best law schools; the competition we
experience, especially from the law
firms, is intense. We must attract to
our faculty and keep on our faculty not
only people who are academically in­
clined but lawyers who have an in­
terest in and commitment to the pro­
fession. The full-time law faculty is
one of the great accomplishments of
American legal education. In order to
maintain that faculty-a goal that is
also in the interest of the legal profes­
sion-more than patchwork is needed.
As we face the future of the University
of Chicago Law School, we have to
think about its financial support in a
nonroutine fashion. It cannot be busi­
ness as usual.
One of the pleasures of being dean
of this law school is to be able to listen
to a great number of lawyers from
around the country affirming their be­
lief that our graduates are the best
trained of any. While some of these
expressions may, alas, be attributable
to flattery, they are too frequent and
too uniform not to contain a kernel of
truth. I am confident that, jointly with
our alumni, we shall be able to main­
tain the special strength and vitality of
our school.
memoranda
Appointments to Faculty
The following appointments are in
addition to those already noted in the
Spring 1981 issue of the Record.
Thomas ,. Campbell has been
appointed Assistant Professor of Law,
effective July 1, 1982. A 1976 magna
cum laude graduate of Harvard Law
School, where he was an editor of the
Law Review, he clerked for Judge
George E. MacKinnon of the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia Circuit and for Justice Byron
White of the U.S. Supreme Court. In
1980 he received a doctorate in labor
economics from the University of Chi­
cago, where he had previously earned
a M.A. degree. He has been a White
House Fellow, working as an aide to
the Chief of Staff, and he has recently
been appointed an Associate Deputy
Attorney General. He will teach
courses in labor law and employment
discrimination.
R. H. Helmholz has been appointed
Visiting Professor of Law for 1981-82.
A graduate of Princeton University
and Harvard Law School, he also re­
ceived a Ph.D. degree in history from
the University of California at Berkeley
in 1970. Since then he has taught at
Washington University in St. Louis,
where he is Professor of Law and His­
tory. He is the author of Marriage
Litigation in Medieval England (Cam­
bridge University Press, 1974) and has
written numerous articles on the his­
tory of the common law and the his­
tory of canon law in England. He is a
member of the Council of the Selden
Society and a Fellow of the Royal His­
torical Society. He will teach primarily
in. the field of property law.
Mark t. Heyrman, Staff Attorney
and Clinical Fellow, has been pro­
moted to Clinical Fellow and Lecturer
in Law. Mr. Heyrman graduated from
the University of Illinois and received
his J.D. degree from the University of
Chicago (1977). He has been with the
Edwin F. Mandel Legal Aid Clinic
since 1978.
Cass R. Sunstein has been
appointed Assistant Professor of Law.
Mr. Sunstein is a magna cum laude
graduate of both Harvard College,
where he majored in English and was
Cass R. Sunstein, Assistant Professor
of Law
elected to Phi Beta Kappa, and Har­
vard Law School (J.D., 1978). In col­
lege he served on the board of editors
of the Harvard Lampoon, and in law
school he was executive editor of the
Harvard Civil Rights-Civil Liberties Law
Review. He clerked for Justice Ben­
jamin Kaplan of the Supreme Judicial
Court of Massachusetts and Justice
Thurgood Marshall of the U.S. Su­
preme Court. Before coming to the
Law School, he worked in the Office of
Legal Counsel of the U.S. Department
of Justice. Mr. Sunstein will teach
courses in conflicts of law, welfare
law, and civil procedure.
Eugene H. Wachtel has been
appointed Lecturer in Law. A gradu­
ate of the University of Chicago Col­
lege and Law School (J.D., 1962), Mr.
Wachtel is a partner in the Chicago
firm of Lord, Bissell & Brook. During
the winter quarter he will offer a semi­
nar on the law of private pension sys­
tems.
Bigelow Teaching Fellows
As in previous years, six Bigelow
Teaching Fellows and Lecturers have
been appointed to design and conduct
the legal research and writing program
for first-year students. The Fellows for
1981-82 are as follows:
Kenneth F. Berg graduated magna
cum laude from Washington Universi­
ty in St. Louis and received his J.D.
degree cum laude from Boston College
Law School in 1979. He also studied
for a year at Hebrew University in
Jerusalem. Since 1979 he has been an
Assistant State's Attorney for Cook
County, and since 1980 he has taught a
seminar in legal process, writing, and
research at Loyola Law School.
Monte Dube graduated magna cum
laude from Boston University and re­
ceived his J.D. degree in June from the
Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law,
Yeshiva University. While in law
school, he was active in moot court.
He has a long-standing interest in
health law and bioethics research; in
1977-78 he wrote and edited a month­
ly newsletter of information about leg­
islation concerning clinical research on
human subjects. From 1976 to 1978 he
worked as a complaint mediator and
later as Assistant Supervisor in the
Consumer Protection Division of the
Office of the Massachusetts Attorney
General, and in 1980 he worked in the
New York office of the general counsel
for the Department of Health, Educa­
tion, and Welfare.
Kenneth W. Ellison is on leave of
absence from the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development,
where he is Chief Development Coun­
sel for the Urban Development Action
Grants Program. An honors graduate
of Southwestern at Memphis, Mr. Elli­
son received his J . D. degree from Har­
vard Law School in 1976. He was a
member of the board of editors of the
Harvard Journal on Legislation. Since his
graduation from law school, he has
served in various capacities at HUD.
He is a member of Phi Beta Kappa.
Stanton D. Krauss graduated magna
cum laude from Yale College and the
University of Michigan Law School
(J.D., 1978), where he was note editor
of the Michigan Law Review. Since his
graduation from law school, he has
clerked for the Honorable Joel M.
Flaum, U. S. District Court for the
Northern District of Illinois. Mr.
Krauss is a member of Phi Beta Kappa
and Order of the Coif. He is a graduate
of the Players' Workshop of Second
City and is a jazz and blues guitarist
and pianist.
Kathleen A. Kunde is an honors
graduate of the University of Wiscon­
sin and in June received her J.D. de­
gree from the University of Wisconsin
Law School, where she was articles
editor of the Wisconsin Law Review. Ms.
Kunde has a strong. interest in ballet
and jazz dance. She was a dance in­
structor in both Madison and Chicago
for several years and is the founder
and administrator of the Madison Jazz
Dance Theatre, Inc.
Ellen M Liebman attended Vander-
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bilt University, and is a graduate of
Colorado College and of the Universi­
ty of Kentucky College of Law (J.D.,
1979), where she was a member of the
Kentucky Law Journal staff. After grad­
uation, she served as an Assistant
Attorney General for the Common­
wealth of Kentucky and then clerked
for Justice Robert F. Stephens of the
Supreme Court of Kentucky. In 1980,
she returned to the Attorney General's
Office, where she has worked as a spe­
cial prosecutor in the Medicaid Fraud
Unit. For the past two years, she has
also served as an adjunct instructor in
the legal writing program at the Uni­
versity of Kentucky Law School.
Staff Appointments
Roberta G. Evans has been appointed
Assistant to the Dean. She was pre­
viously associated with the firm of
Fohrman, Lurie, Sklar & Cottle. A
graduate of the University of Connect­
icut and the University of Chicago Law
School (J.D., 1961), Mrs. Evans is a na­
tive of Chicago and resident of Hyde
Park.
Gibson Retires
James T. Gibson, '52, has retired from
the Law School, to which he returned
in the spring of 1979. When adminis­
trative changeovers created a sudden
shortage, Mr. Gibson agreed to assist
his alma mater for a limited period.
During the past two years he has
served as Associate Dean for Adminis­
tration and Development, with re­
sponsibilities ranging from administra­
tive matters to special fund-raising
projects. The refurbishing of the
Harold J. Green Law Lounge took
place under his direction. The new
furniture-much less "architectural"
than the original furniture, which so
many of our graduates tried to live
with when they were students-has
substantially increased the use of the
Green Lounge by students, faculty,
and staff. Gibson plans to pursue a
variety of professional interests. In his
words, "It's time to do what I've al­
ways wanted, and that's to go into the
antique business."
Roberta C. Evans, Assistant to the Dean
Frank J. Molek has been appointed
Assistant Dean. Mr. Molek's responsi­
bilities focus on capital development.
Before coming to the Law School, he
was Director of College Relations at
Linfield College, McMinnville, Ore­
gon. A graduate of Linfield, Mr. Molek
received his M.A. degree from the
University of Munster, West Ger­
many, where he was a Fulbright Schol­
ar, and his M.S. degree in 1972 from
the Georgetown University School of
Foreign Service.
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Faculty Notes
Assistant Professor Thomas J. Camp­
bell addressed a June meeting of the
University of Chicago Club of Boston
on "The Carter-Reagan Transition."
Professor Dennis Carlton gave a talk
before the Chicago Bar Association on
the "Economics of Medical Care and
Implications for Antitrust." His paper
"The Disruptive Effect of Inflation on
the Organization of Markets," pre­
sented at the recent NBER Conference
on Inflation, will appear in The Econom­
ics of Inflation, edited by R. Hall. He
has also published "Price Discrimina-
Frank J. Molek, Assistant Dean
tion, Vertical Integration and Divesti­
ture in Natural Resource Markets"
(with J. Perloff) in Resources and Energy
(vol. 3, 1981); "The Limitations of
Pigouvian Taxes as a Long-Run Rem­
edy for Externalities" (with G. Loury)
in the November 1980 issue of the
Quarterly Journal of Economics; and
"The Law and Economics of Rights in
Valuable Information: A Comment,"
in the Journal of Legal Studies (Decem­
ber 1980).
Kenneth W. Dam, Harold J. and
Marion F. Green Professor of Law and
Provost of the University, was elected
a fellow of the American Academy of
Arts and Sciences, May 16, 1981. Dam
joins the following faculty members
who were previously elected to the
law section of the Academy: Walter
Blum, Gerhard Casper, Philip Kurland,
Edward Levi, Bernard Meltzer, and
Phil Neal.
Professor Frank H. Easterbrook was
recently chosen by the Chicago Jaycees
as one of Ten Outstanding Young
Citizens for 1981. Professor Easter­
brook was cited for his "precocious
rise in the legal profession"; becoming
Deputy Solicitor General of the United
States at the age of 29, he was the
youngest person ever to hold that
position. Professor Easterbrook's
numerous recent publications include
"When Shareholders Become the Vic­
tims" (with Daniel R. Fischel '77),
which appeared in the New York Times
on July 12 (Sec. F, p.2).
Professor Richard A. Epstein will
give a paper on regulation and taxa­
tion at a symposium, October 28-30,
sponsored jointly by the University of
Toronto Faculty of Law and the liber­
ty Fund. In December, he will speak
on Superfund legislation at a sympo­
sium on pollution. Sponsored by the
Cato Institute, the symposium will be
held at Stanford University.
Dennis Hutchinson, Lecturer in
Law, recently published "Felix Frank­
furter and the Business of the Supreme
Court, O.T. 1946-0.T. 1961" (1980
SUPREME COURT REVIEW 143). Professor
Hutchinson is an editor of the Supreme
Court Review, with Philip Kurland and
Dean Casper.
Professor Philip B. Kurland's Water­
gate and the Constitution was nominated
for the 1980 Gordon J. Laing Prize,
given annually by the Board of Uni­
versity Publications to the faculty au­
thor, editor, or translator of the book
published during the preceding two
Dr. Rudolf Kerscher, president of the Fritz Thyssen Foundation of Cologne, West
Germany, and Professor Richard Epstein were participants in an international confer­
ence the Law School hosted with the support of the Thyssen Foundation on April
24-25, 1981. The conference dealt with the role of foundations in the support of
scholarly research. The conference papers by Helmut Coing, Stanley Katz, Edmund
Kitch, and Werner Seifert will be published in the London-based review Minerva.
years which adds the greatest distinc­
tion to the list of the University of Chi­
cago Press.
John H. Langbein, Max Pam Profes­
sor of American and Foreign Law, and
Richard A. Posner, Lee and Brena
Freeman Professor of Law, have pub­
lished "Social investing and the Law of
Trusts," 79 MICHIGAN LAW REVIEW 72
(November 1980). Professor Langbein
has also published "Mixed Court and
Jury Court: Could the Continental
Alternative Fill the American Need?"
1981 AMERICAN BAR FOUNDATION RE­
SEARCH JOURNAL 195.
Associate Professor Gary Palm,
Director of the Edwin F. Mandel Legal
Aid Clinic, was a member of the AALS
Clinical Teachers Training Conference,
June 21-25, 1981, at Rockland, Maine.
Over 40 clinical teachers were enrolled
in the conference. Professor Palm
taught a workshop on "Planning the
Theory of the Case," for which the
clinical teachers prepared an actual
case that had just been accepted by the
Clinic. They discussed the relationship
of early case planning to discovery,
settlement, and trial planning, as well
as how to teach students to prepare.
While on leave from the Law School
last spring, Professor Antonin Scalia
testified before, three congressional
committees-the House Judiciary
Committee on the proposed regula­
tory procedure act of 1981, the House
Permanent Select Committee on In­
telligence regarding the proposed in­
telligence identities protection act, and
the Senate Finance Committee on tu­
ition tax credit legislation. On June 19
he was a panelist (with the Hon. Abner
J. Mikva '51) at a Washington, D.C.,
conference on The Role of the Judge in
the Eighties, sponsored by the ABA
Judicial Administration Division.
With the departure of his co-editor,
Murray Weidenbaum, to become
chairman of the Council of Economic
Advisors, Mr. Scalia has become sole
editor of Regulation, published
bimonthly by the American Enterprise
Institute.
Adolph Sprudz, Foreign Law Librar­
ian and Lecturer in Legal Bibliogra­
phy, gave a talk last spring to the edi­
tors of the Vanderbilt Journal of Trans­
national Law. Mr. Sprudz spoke about
methods and approaches to research
in international legal materials. In Au­
gust he gave an invited paper before
the Section of Social Science Libraries
at the council meeting of the Interna­
tional Federation of Library Associa­
tions and Institutions, in Leipzig,
Federal Republic of Germany. At the
meeting he also represented the Inter­
national Association of Law Libraries
as its secretary.
Franklin E. Zimring, Professor of
Law and Director of the Center for
Studies in Criminal Justice, recently
delivered the second James R. Thomp­
son Lecture at the Northern Illinois
University School of Law. His lecture
was entitled "Sentencing Reform in
the States: What Can the 1970s Teach
the 1980s?" His book The Changing Le­
gal World of Adolescence will be pub­
lished by the Free Press in February.
Seminar Honors Director and
Coase
At a seminar in Los Angeles last
spring, on the intellectual history of
law and economics, Aaron Director,
Professor Emeritus of Economics, and
Ronald H. Coase, Clifton R. Musser
Professor Emeritus of Economics,
were honored for their central role in
the development of the law and eco­
nomics movement. Much of the semi­
nar focused on their early work at the
Law School, which was the first to give
economics a significant role in legal
education. At a ceremony in their hon­
or, former students and colleagues
paid tribute to both men.
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Professor Director founded the Jour­
nal of Law and Economics in 1958 and
was its first editor. He was succeeded
in 1964 by Professor Coase, who is
presently co-editor with William M.
Landes and Dennis Carlton.
Wilber G. Katz Lecture
Phil C. Neal, Harry A. Bigelow Profes­
sor of Law, delivered the first Wilber
G. Katz Lecture on April 30, 1981. Mr.
Neal's address was titled "Of Strait
Jackets and Irrationality: Civil Juries,
The Seventh Amendment, and Due
Process." The lecture was established
in 1976 in honor of Wilber G. Katz,
Dean of the Law School from 1940 to
1950. The lecture is to be given annual­
ly by a member of the Law School
faculty on a legal topic of significance.
Harry N. Wyatt
Harry N. Wyatt, 1896-1981
Harry N. Wyatt, retired senior partner
in the Chicago firm of D'Ancona,
Pflaum, Wyatt & Riskind, died on
May 29, 1981, at his home in Califor­
nia at the age of 85. Mr. Wyatt gradu­
ated from the University of Chicago in
1918, having been elected to Phi Beta
Kappa in his junior year, and in 1921
received his J.D. degree from the Law
School, where he was named to the
Order of the Coif.
Harry Wyatt enjoyed a long and ex­
traordinarily distinguished career as a
lawyer in Chicago. He also devoted
much of his energy and financial re­
sources to the support of the Univer-
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sity of Chicago Law School, as well as
other philanthropic institutions. He
served the Law School in many
capacities: he was president of the
Alumni Association, a member of the
Law School Development Council,
and a member of the Visiting Commit­
tee. In 1977 his wife, Ruth, established
the Harry N. Wyatt Professorship of
Law, which serves as a permanent
memorial to an exceptional alumnus.
The entire Law School community will
miss his kindness and his wise coun­
sel.
Grant to Law Library
The Volkswagen Foundation of West
Germany has awarded approximately
$200,000 to the University of Chicago
for its Foreign Law Collection. This
generous grant will be used to
strengthen the Law School's holdings
in European law, especially German
and French.
Since its founding in 1902, the Law
School has maintained ties with Euro­
pean legal institutions, and the Law
library's collection has become widely
known for its extensive holdings in
foreign and comparative law. Genera­
tions of students, scholars, and practi­
tioners from both sides of the Atlantic
have depended on this collection as a
basic resource.
The Foreign Law Collection current­
ly contains about 80,000 volumes. The
grant from the Volkswagen Founda­
tion will be used to fill gaps caused by
devaluation of the dollar and inflation,
and to improve this special collection.
Clinic Nets CLEPR Challenge
The Edwin F. Mandel Legal Aid Clinic
has been awarded $64,359 in matching
funds under the terms of a challenge
grant from the Council on Legal
Education for Professional Responsi­
bility (CLEPR).
Virginia Harding, '72, and Michael
Payette, '72, co-chaired the initial
fund-raising campaign, which was the
first in the country to call on alumni to
support a clinical education program.
John Kimpel, '74, and Claire Pensyl,
'78, 1979-80 co-chairmen, brought the
campaign to its successful conclusion.
The funds raised under the CLEPR
challenge have been set aside to main­
tain the current program in the face of
cutbacks in government support of
clinical legal education.
Students Chosen for Clinic and
Law Review Board
The Mandel Legal Aid Clinic has
selected five student officers for the
1981-82 school year. The new officers
are Amy Abrams, Patrick Dinardo,
Vicki Sleeper, Nick Theodorou, and
Chuck Weisselberg.
Third-year student Charles G. Cur­
tis, Jr., was selected as editor-in-chief
of the Law Review for 1981-82. The nine
other members of the board of the Re­
view are: Lynda Guild Simpson, execu­
tive editor; Rodrigo J. Howard and
Thomas J. Scorza, articles editors;
Richard B. Kapnick, managing and
book review editor; and Albert F.
Cacozza, Jr., Catherine Masters Ep­
stein, Michael Herz, Steven Koch, and
Gail Rubin, comment editors.
Phoenix Honored
The Law School's student newspaper,
the Phoenix, has been chosen by the
Law Bulletin Publishing Company as
the Illinois law school newspaper with
the best overall reporting during the
1980-81 school year. The paper was
cited for its "well-written" articles
about "timely and important sub­
jects."
As noted in the Spring issue of the
Record, the biweekly newspaper has
prospered since its first issue appeared
two years ago. Any alumnus(a) who
wishes to subscribe to the paper
should send $5.00 to the Circulation
Director of the Phoenix, in care of the
Law School.
Luce Scholar and DAAD Fel­
lows
In a nationwide competition, Edward
P. Gilbert, '81, was selected as a Luce
Scholar by the Henry Luce Founda­
tion. The award will enable Mr. Gilbert
to spend one year in a professional
training program in the Far East,
where he hopes to gain an "under­
standing of the different patterns of
economic development and innova­
tion."
Mr. Gilbert was an associate editor
of the Law Review and has worked for
the firms of Cravath, Swaine & Moore
in New York City and Levy & Erens in
Chicago. He holds master's degrees in
English and economics from Ohio
State University and in public policy
studies from the University of Chicago.
John Blazek, '82, and Karen Canon,
'83, have been awarded fellowships by
the Deutscher Akademischer Aus­
tauschdienst (German Academic Ex­
change Service) for a year of study in
Germany. They will receive full schol­
arships, including transportation
costs. In addition, three students re­
ceived Summer Language and Culture
Program grants. Christopher Baker,
'83, Timothy Diggins, '83, and Ann
Platzer, '81, spent this past summer in
Germany under the program.
Clerkships
Thirty-six Law School graduates, a rec­
ord number, have clerkships in 1981-
82. Of the class of 1981, almost 20 per­
cent have clerkships. The names of the
graduates and the judges for whom
they are clerking are as follows:
United States Supreme Court:
Mary Becker (Justice Lewis F.
Powell)
Fred Lowinger (Justice William J.
Brennan, Jr.)
Charles Rothfeld (Justice Harry A.
Blackmun)
United States Court of Claims:
Roger Anderson (Chief Judge Daniel
M. Friedman)
Rick Rule (Chief Judge Daniel M.
Friedman)
United States Courts of Appeals:
David Bayless (Judge Luther
Swygert, 7th Cir.)
Joel Bodansky (Judge Dolores Slovi­
ter, 3rd Cir.)
Michael Buckley (Judge Abner Mik­
va, D.C. Cir.)
Gregory Flemming (Judge Alvin
Rubin, 5th Cir.)
Peter Golemme (Judge Harry Phil­
lips, 6th Cir.)
James Goodman (Judge James Hun­
ter III, 3rd Cir.)
Mark Hall (Chief Judge John God­
bold, 5th Cir.)
Thomas Haynes (Judge William Tim­
bers, 2nd Cir.)
David Jaffe (Chief Judge James R.
Browning, 9th Cir.)
Mark Lutz (Judge Nathaniel R.
Jones, 6th Cir.)
Marcy Mandel (Judge Francis D.
Murnaghan, Jr., 4th Cir.)
Roger Patterson (Judge Dorothy W.
Nelson, 9th Cir.)
Ann Platzer (Judge Bailey Brown,
6th Cir.)
Vincent Prada (Judge Richard D.
Cudahy, 7th Cir.)
Jean Read (Judge Wilbur F. Pell, Jr.,
7th Cir.)
Mark Smith (Judge Mary M.
Schroeder, 9th Cir.)
Mark Wasserman (Judge Robert S.
Vance, 5th Cir.)
Joel Weiss (Judge R. Lanier Ander­
son III, 11th Cir.)
Diana White (Judge Walter J. Cum­
mings, 7th Cir.)
United States District Court:
Alan Crittenden (Judge Maurice B.
Cohill, Jr., W.D. Pa.)
James Goldberg (Judge James F.
Doyle, W.D. Wis.)
James Kaplan (Judge Milton I. Sha­
dur, N.D. Ill.)
John Menke (judge Bernard M.
Decker, N.D. Ill.)
Kathy Piraino (Judge Robert D.
Martin, W.D. Wis.)
Daniel Westman (Chief Judge Bar­
bara Crabbe, W.D. Wis.)
Marjorie White (Judge Robert J.
Ward, S.D. N.Y.)
State Supreme Courts:
Thomas Carroll (Chief Justice
Robert Wilentz, N.J.)
Karen Gross (Justice Sidney Schrei­
ber, N.J.)
Gail Heriot (Justice Seymour Simon,
Ill.)
Charles Sawyer (Justice Charles
Levin, Mich.)
Zachary Weiss (Justice Charles
Levin, Mich.)
Alumni Events
Law School alumni have met recently
in several cities around the country.
In the series of Loop Luncheons
sponsored by the Alumni Association,
Chicago-area alumni in April heard
Professor Richard Epstein speak on
"Environmental Strategies for the
Eighteies: Superfund." Lewis Man­
ilow, co-chairman of the Civic Coali­
tiort North Loop Task Force, ad­
dressed another April luncheon on
"The North Loop Project: Culture,
Politics, and Development"; and in
June alumni heard Professor Phil Neal
talk about "The Future of Antitrust
Legislation.
"
The Chicago Chapter of the Law
School Alumni Association also pre­
sented an evening at the "Search for
Alexander" exhibit at the Art Institute
of Chicago, June 23. The 150 alumni
who attended heard a lecture about
the antiquities and were given a spe­
cial tour of the exhibit.
At a luncheon on May 21 at the
Bellevue Stratford in Philadelphia, lo­
cal alumni and those attending the
American Law Institute meeting were
able to meet with Dean Gerhard Cas­
per and hear his remarks about "Law
on the Midway."
A reception was held in August for
alumni attending the annual meeting
of the American Bar Association in
New Orleans. About 50 alumni
attended the reception at the Royal
Orleans, where they visited with Dean
Casper, Professor Antonin Scalia, and
Assistant Dean Holly Davis.
The Southern California Chapter of
the Alumni Association gave a cocktail
party in August at the New Otani
Hotel and Garden in Los Angeles. The
purpose of the party was to welcome
members of the Law School classes of
1982 and 1983 who worked in Los
Angeles this past summer, as well as
to welcome the new graduates of the
class of 1981. J. Scott Schmidt, Presi­
dent of the Tribune Company Califor­
nia Newspaper Group, fielded ques­
tions from alumni On the topic, "The
Chicago Cubs and the Chicago Tri­
bune-a Marriage Made in Heaven or
Hell?" In a more serious vein, he dis­
cussed "The Inevitability of the One­
Newspaper City."
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Annual Alumni Dinner
The national Alumni Association's
annual dinner on May 7 was attended
by over 500 graduates and friends.
During a cocktail hour preceding the
dinner at the Hyatt Regency Chicago,
alumni talked with faculty and old
friends.
At the dinner the Law School hon­
ored Sheldon Tefft on the fiftieth an­
niversary of his appointment to the
faculty. On behalf of the alumni, Ber­
nard ,. Nussbaum, president of the
Alumni Association, presented Mr.
Tefft with the "Chicago Blackstone," a
four-volume facsimile, published by
the University of Chicago Press, of the
first edition of William Blackstone's
Commentaries on the Laws of England.
The audience was moved by Mr.
Tefft's brief reminiscence about his
years on the faculty.
Professor Antonin Scalia gave the
formal address, on "Federal Regu­
latory Reform-Realities and Illu­
sions." Dean Casper spoke briefly
about the state of the Law School.
Plans are under way to hold the 1982
dinner at facilities that will enable an
even greater number of graduates to
attend.
Alumni Reunions
The classes of 1931, 1941, 1961, 1971,
and 1975 celebrated their Law School
graduation anniversaries at reunions
held during the weekend of May 8-10.
The class of '41 held its reunion dinner
in the old Law School on Friday eve­
ning. The classes of '61, '71, and '76
began their festivities with cocktail
parties that evening.
Saturday'S activities began with a
walking tour of the University cam­
pus. Dean Casper then welcomed the
graduates at a luncheon at the Law
School. In the afternoon alumni were
invited to attend a panel discussion at
the Law School on "The Supreme
Court." The panel included faculty
members Gary Palm, '67, also Director
of the Mandel Legal Aid Clinic; Geof­
frey Stone, '71; and Franklin Zimring,
'67.
For the classes of 1931, 1961, 1971,
and 1976, the weekend culminated in
reunion dinners, held at various loca­
tions in Chicago.
Celebrating Law School reunions in
November will be the classes of 1951
and 1966.
Plans are already being made for re­
unions for those classes celebrating
their fiftieth, fortieth, thirtieth,
twenty-fifth, twentieth, tenth, and
fifth reunions next spring. If you wish
to help organize your reunion, please
call Sueanne Sluis, (312) 753-2412. •
Fortieth Reunion
University of Chicago
Law School
Our return to these memory-filled
rooms
Causes our emotions to be
consumed
By reliving those wonderful,
learning years
That had their share of
apprehensions and fears.
Hutchins and Adler instructed us
at the school
To live by Aristotle's Golden Rule.
Sometimes it does not work out
that way,
As we humans tend to engage in
overplay.
Bigelow, Katz, Levi, and
Rheinstein,
Sharp, Bogert, et al., made the law
shine.
Even though it was based upon
confusion
In the end it unraveled in an
illuminating fusion
Of the rules and the meaning of the law.
The light at the end of the tunnel
we finally saw.
The most terrifying of all, I would
say,
Was hearing the voice of Sheldon
Tefft bray:
"Mr. Simon, tell us about the
matter of
The 1830 real estate transaction in
Love v. Love."
But we came to realize that Sheldon
Tefft
Was warm, compassionate, and
truly the best.
At our age all these feelings of
nostalgia
Could really be manifestations of
neuralgia.
We have gone many different
ways,
Some of us even may have gone
astray.
During our 40 years, we have
continued to express and see
Gratitude and affection for our Law
School at the U. of C.
Ted Fields, '41
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Walter t. Blum
Accelerated Depreciation: A Proper
Allowance for Measuring Net Income?!!,
78 MICHIGAN L. REV. 1172 (1980).
R. Lea Brilmayer
How Contacts Count: Due Process
Limits on State Court Jurisdiction, 1980
SUPREME COURT REV. 77.
A Reply to M. V. Tushnet, The "Case
or Controversy" Controversy-the
Sociology of Article III: A Response to
Professor Brilmayer, 93 HARVARD L.
REV. 1727 (1980).
Dennis W. Carlton
Comment on E. Kitch, The Law and
Economics of Rights in Valuable Infor­
mation, 9 J. LEGAL STUDIES 725 (1980).
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